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PREFACE 

These guidelines attempt a synthesis of many of the best current 
practi.ces in police performance appraisal, promotion and placement 
procedures throughout the country. We wish to acknowledge the full 
support and cooperation of police departments from the following 
state and local governments in the gathering of data on personnel 
practi ces : 

States of: California, Illinois, and Ohio. 

Counties of: Arlington (Va.); Fairfax (Va.); Los Angeles (Calif.); 
Montgomery (Md.); and Nassau (N.Y.). 

Cities of: Berkeley (Calif.); Cincinnati (Ohio); Covington 
(~entucky); Dallas (Texas); Denver (Colo.); Detroit Mich.); Kansas 
City (Kansas); Kansas City (Mo.); Los Angeles (Calif.); Newark (N.J.); 
Oakland (Calif.); and Washington (D.C.). 

In addition, the International Associq.tion of Chiefs of Police 
(IACP), the California'Commission on Peace Officers Standards and 
Training )POST), the New York-New Jersey Port Authority and the 
Educational Testing Service, were most cooperative in suggesting 
departments to visit and prov'iding special sources· of data. 

j'! 1\ 

For comments on the early version of these guidelines, and for 
other helpful suggestions, we wish to thank many of the foregoing 
departments again. Dr. Paul Johnson, Personnel Decisions, Inc., and 
Dr. Frank Landy, Pennsylvania State University, also made many useful 
~uggestions on the draft version of this report. 

. . ) 

Several :individuals with'jn the Law Enforcement Assistance Admini-
stration were particularly helpful in making constructive criticisms 
and comments of this report. These included: Jame$ Ellis; Newton Fisher; 
John A. Gardiner; Alan Gibson; J.R. Grimes; Carl Hamm; Louis Mayo; 
David Powell; Ray Rice; and Edwin Schriver. 

Special thanks go to Wanda Johnson, Research Operations Division, 
who contributed substantially in many and various tasks during the data 
collection phase as well as during the writing of the guidelines ",report. 

Unfortunately, the authors were not always able to 'Incorporate all 
of the suggestions made, regardless of their merit. Thus, this final 
product, including any errors or misinterpretat"j ons, is the sole 
responsibility of the authors. 
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Sidney Epstein 
Richard S. Laymon 
Research Operations Division 
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GUIDELINES FOR POLICE PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL, PROMOTION, 

AND PLACEMENT PROCEDURES 

A SUMMARY FOR EXECUTIVE USE 

This is a summary of a document designed to provide instruction and 

guidance to police managers and supervisors who are concerned with 

carrying out personnel appraisal responsibilities. 

I. BACKGROUND AND OBJECTIVES 

Valid personnel decisions are vitally related to the law enforcement 

effectiveness of police departments. Lack of interest, or lack of 

knowledge or understanding can have seriously degrading consequences 

for the quality of law enforcement and the developing professionalization 

of pol ice. 

Police and civil service or personnel departments are continually 

concerned with asseSSing the actual or expected performance of police 

officers. Measurements of actual ~erformance are needed for decisions as 

to retention or dismissal, eligibility for promotion, merit pay raises, 

design of academY and on-the-job training prograns, and perhaps most 

importantly, providing each officer with information as to the adequacy 

or inadequacy of his performance. This feedback provides a basis for 

determining remedial training requirements or providing rewards, as 

appropriate. Measurements or measurement estimates of predicted 

performance are needed for decisions as to promotions and transfer (place

nent) • 

vii 



Currently there exists a wide diversity of performance appraisal 

and perfQ.rmance prediction (promotion and placement) procedures within 

police departments. They vary in complexity, comprehensiveness, and 

accuracy. Performance appraisal is typically controlled and conducted 

within police departments. Performance prediction for promotional 

purposes is controlled and frequently conducted by civil service or 

personnel agencies; however transfer procedures are typically handled 

within police departments. The involvement of civil service or city/county 

personnel departments has led to the establishment of fairly formal 

procedures for promotion. More variation is encountered in the case of 

performance appraisal and placement procedures where police management is 

freer to exercise its own perogatives with respect to either innovation 

or complacency. While many departments are looking at ways to upgrade their 

performance appraisal procedures, relatively little is being done to 
J 

provide improved, formal procedures for assigning personnel according to their 

interests, capabilities and future career growth pot~ntial. 

The practices recommended in this paper are highly deliberate, and, 

in some cases, time-consuming. The recommendations assume that performance 

appraisal, promotion, and placement are very far from being trivial matters 

and that they merit serious attention, intention, and commitment of resources. 

One of~the chief messages of this paper is to urge the police admini

strator to look at his personnel practices critically. What use is he 

making of such factors as seniority, veteran status, and college credits? 

Why is he doing this? Is it contributing to the quality of his personnel? 

Is his use of tests contributing maximally to his personnel decisions or 

is it merely an easy way of doing a difficult job? Should he be eliminating 

vi i i 
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these tests or improving them? Ai"e his supervisors doing a cQnscientious 

job of performance apprai sa 1 s? Are the tools at thei r command, and the;" 

ability to use these tools, satisfactory? 

II. METHOD 

The literature covering performance appraisal, promotion and 

placement functions has been reviewed and analyzed for material relevant 

to the police situation. A survey made by Professor Frank Landy of 

Pennsylvania State University of personnel procedures of over 200 police 

departments throughout the countr.y has been especially useful. In 

addition, the Institute has made its own survey of more than twenty police 

agencies who are among the best with respect to personnel practices 

according to a number of expert law enforcement consultants. These depart

ments ranged widely in geographic location, size, ,and type of function (muni

cipal police, state police, port authority police). 

The results of this extensive data collection and analysis activity 

have been used to distill some of the best practices in the performance 

appraisal, promot~on, and placement areas, and, in this document, to organize 

and present them in a meaningful and useful manner. 

III. HOW TO USE THE GUIDELINES 

The emphasis in the guidelines is upon the patrolman position. For 

promotion, this. usually means a move upward to corporal or sergeant. For 

transfer, this means a move laterally to·\investigations, technical support 

or the Hke. Although the emphasis is .directed at the patrolman, it is 

believed that these guidelines are applicable to other rank/positions as 

well. In some cases, remarks will be specifically addressed to other 

positions. 
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The definition of guideline might be clarified at this point. This 

is not a cookbook on how to design and operate a performance appraisal, 

promotion and placement program. The administrative and technical detail 

involved would be beyond the scope of any brief document. It 

is assumed that police agencies and personnel or civil service agencies have 

similar personnel procedures. This document is intended to assist police 

and related personnel or civil service agencies to improve existing practices. 

Tnis is accomplished by providing background information about performance 

appraisal, promotion and placement technology and making specific reco~

endations for improvement of systems which typically exist. "How-to-do-

it information" is included where a brief explanation is sufficient. Police 

and civil service managers concerned with ponce personnel matters should 

be 'able to apply these guidelines to performance appraisal, promotion, and 

placement problems. 

In using this document, each of the three major sections can be 

considered independently. Thus if th2 reader is concerned about promotion 

policies, he can turn to that section. Similarly he can turn to the section 

on performance evaluation or placement. 

Each section contains two kinds of information. First the area in 

question is discussed based upon an analysis of the existing technology 
~ 

and upon the results of the survey of police agencies 

conducted by the authors. Here, examples of both standard and unusual 

approaches are presented and examined. In many cases, consider.ations pro 

and con for each, issue are raised. Second, specific recommendations are 

x 
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listed at the, end of each section and commented upon briefly. These 

recommendations ass~me that the police uepartment already has or is prepared 

to utilize performance measures, promotio'n systems, and placement approaches 

similar to those which exist among the better police departments. The 

recommendations presented are concl us ions based upon a study of the current 

technology and existing practices as feasible guidelines for use today. 

IV. THE SUBSTANTIVE AREAS. 

Performance Apprai sal 

Performance appraisal refers to the de~cription and evaluation of 

the fiel d performarlte or on-the-job performance of the 1 aw enforcement 

officer. Performance appraisal is typically performed by an officer's 

supervisor who fills out a rating scale. This process may also be called 

making an efficiency report or merit rating. Performance appraisal can be ' 

categorized as being subjective (performed by a person making a judgement) 

,or objective (performed by counting events such as arrests or citations). 

The reasons for making performance eval uations are numerous. For many 

departments, the primary purpose is to determine strengths and weaknesses o! 

individual officers. For those performing at above average levels, it 

provides an opportunity for supervisors personalll to convey their support 

for this superior ,performance. Verbali' rewards act to reinforce and 

sustai.n these performance levels. For those performing at below average 

or unsatisfactory levels, it provides an opportunity for the supervisor to 

counsel the officer and to work with him in developing a program to overcome 
.' 

his weaknesses. Also it lays the explicit groundwork in case it b?somes 

necessary to take actions for dismissal. 
// 
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Prediction of Performance 

Performance ratings on current and recent job behaviors may not be 

maximally or directly relevant or useful for predicting performance on 

different or h~gher level assignrrents than those for which these ratings 

are made. What is ;r.equired is modified use of the performance rating 

in addition to use of a great deal of predictive data. The performance 

. .rating is not to be ignored but only to take its pl ace amon~ a nulfber of 

predi ctors .. 

The problem of choosing personnel for specialized, supervisory, or 

management assignmen'ts varies among 'departments as a function of many 

factors but mainly as a function of .department size and complexity. Larger 

departments are,1ike1y to be more complex in terms OfQ~~Df specialized 

jobs and ranks; 'LJch departments will have the most personnel decisions 
. ':1 . 

of this kind to make and candidates will be known to a limited number of 

persons. The influence of unions and civil service agencies and the legal 

relationship between a department and municipal, county, and state govern

ments, impose practical restrictions on the per~onnel decision policies 

and methods of police departments but these factors can be. changed when a 

need is demonstrated. 

At the ~resent time, police departments have a number of formalized 

procedures rel ated to promG~tion but very few rel ated to pl acement in 

specialize~ assignrrents. 

V RECOMMENDATIONS 

In performance appraisal, behav10rally defi ned scal es are parti cul arly 

recomrrended. Objecti vi ty and s tandardi zation of methodology shoul d be 

s tri ven for, al though they cannot be perfectly attained. Perfo~mance 

xii 

. 
appraisal and probationary periods should not be matters of form but 

should be occasions for ~ounseling, disciplinary action, training, prai~~, 

reward, demotion, dismissal, or what is called for by the situation. 
II 

For promotion in large departments, the successive elimination 

procedure, beginning with promotion potential ratings and testing, should 

be usect. Tests should not be the sole determinant of promotion and 
,. 

Plac7;lilent and the practice of assigning readings for Icralll1ling" study 
I, 

shou~d be avoided.. Practical situation tests, trials on the job, ~nd ' . 

special training courses should be standardized, but not rigidly so, and· 

should make use of all of the pbjective data that can be obtained. 

Small departments can eliminate the more impersonal instruments, 

such as pencil and paper tests, without much loss. They need to make 

particularly rigorous use of promotional potential ratings, work history, 

and interview procedures . 

The references at the end of the guidelines are of two kinds. One 

kind provides expository and explanatory documentation of some oJ the 

better metho~ologies in modern use. The other kind refers to books and 

articles which may give more general guidance to administrators. 

xiii 
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GUIDELINES FOR POLICE PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL, 
PROMOTION, AND PLACEMENT PROCEDURES 

OBJECTIVES AND BACKGROUND 

. Po 1 i ce and ci vi 1 servi ce or personnel delJ'artments are conti nua 11y 
concerned with assessing the actual or expected performance of police 
officers. Measurements of actual performance are needed for decisions 
as to retention or dismissal, eligibility for promotion, merit pay 'raises, 
design of academy and on-the-job training programs, and, perhaps, most 
importantly, providing each officer with information as to the adequacy or 
inadequacy of hi s performance. Thi s feedback provi des a bas is for determi ni ng 
remedial trainjng requirements or providing rewards, as appropriate. 
Measurements o'r measurement estimates of predi cted performance are needed 
for decisions as to promotions and transfer (placement). 

Currently there exists a wide diversity of performance appraisal 
and performance prediction (promotion and placement) procedures within 
police departments. They vary in complexity, comprehensiveness, and 
accuracy. Performance appraisal is typically controlled and conducted 
within police departments. Performance prediction for" promotional purposes 
i s controlled and frequently conducted by ci vi 1 'servi ceor personnel agencies; 
however transfer procedures are typically handled within police' departments. 
The involvement of civil service or non-police personnel departments has 
led to the establishment of fairly formal procedures for promotion. More 
variation is encountered in the case of performa~ce appraisal and placement 
procedures where police management is freer to exercise its own perogatives 
with respect to either innovation or complacency. While many departments 
are looking at ways to upgrade their performance appraisal procedures, 
relatively little is being done to provide improved, formal procedures for 
assigning personnel according to their interests, capabilities and future 
career growth potential. Among the exceptions is Los Angeles County Sheriff's 
Department. LASD, under an LEAA grant, is developing a career path guidance 
program in order to route optimally officers through various positions ana" 
assignments in terms of each officer's particular career objectives. 

Currently, research efforts are underway to" develop improved performance 
appraisal "promotion, and placement procedures. In the interim, the National 
Institute of Law Enforcement and Criminal Justice "has prepared this set of 
guidelines, based upon a brief investigation, to assist poHce and related 
civil service/personnel agencies to improve existing performance appraisal, 
promotion a~d placement procedures. 

The literature covering performance appraisal, promotion and placement 
functions has been reviewed and analyzed for material relevant to the police 
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situation. A survey made by Professor Frank Landy of Pennsylvania State 
University of personnel procedures of over 200 police departments throughout 
the country has been especially useful. In addition, the Institute 
has made its own survey of more than twenty police agencies which are among 
the best with respect to personnel practices according to a number of 
expert law enforcement consultants. These departments ranged widely in 
geographic location, size, and type of function (municipal police, state 
police, port authority police). 

" 

The results of this extensive data collection and analysis activity 
have been used to distill some of .the best practices in the performance 
appraisal, promotion, and placement areas, and, in this document, to present 
them in a meaningful and useful manner. The next section describes in some 
detail how thi s documen~ shoul d be uti 1 i zed .. 

These guidelines are primarily aimed at improving present practices. 
_ .. __ ., Thus, there is an inter;\ded minimization of attention to some of the more 

complex or novel procedj)res which are now being use~ or adopted by a 
few departments even though some of these may be qUlte good. 

It will be noted that the recommendations with respect to placement 
are slightly more detailed than those with respect to performance appraisal 
and promotion. This is because placement procedures are somewhat less 
developed and formal i zed in most pol i ce departments and a little more 
guidance might be required. Not all police departments will be prepared to 
go to the level of effort outlined. In such case~, adopting only some of 
the recommendations may still be very useful; those of special concern will 
be commented on herein. 

Improved methods nf .performance appraisal, promotion, and placemen~ 
have an additional importance, somewhat separate from those already mentloned. 
Tpeir results provide the criteria upon which good ~elect~on proce~ures 
are based. , ,Valid selection procedures have to predlct WhlCh recrults will 
be the best~policemen in terms of performance, promdtion, and assumption 
of responsibilities in important specialist positions. If the procedures 
used to decide upon performance appraisal, pr9motion, and placement are 
not valid, then the selection instruments used to predict them cannot be 
valid. Improvement of performance appraisal, promotion,. and placement 
procedures now will ma'i<e possible the development of better selection. 
procedures in the future. 

In summary, these guidelines reflect some of the beste~isting . 
performance appraisal, promotion, and placement procedures belng utnlze~ 
today. police and civil service/personnel d~partments can expect to achleve 
improved results in these areas without a maJor commitment of funds or 
manpower by adopting some of" these gui de 11 nes. Thi s document will fill a 
gap until current research is completed and made ,~vailable to the police 
community. 

" , 
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II. HOW TO USE THIS DOCUMENT 

This do~ument pr~vides po~ice department and associated personnel 
~~l~~~~ltSerVlce ag~ncles with lnformation covering three important areas 
{ . 0 perso~ne management. ~hese areas are performance appraisal 
rneas~rlng a man s c~rrent.on-the-Job performance}, promotion (estimatin 

a man,s performance !n a h~gher rank/position), and placement (estimating 
a man si pe}rformance ln a dlfferent job/position from the one he is turre~tlY 
occupy ng • . I ! \ 

11 The emphasis is upon th'e patrolman position. For promotion, this 
usua y means a move upward to corporal or sergeant. For transfer this 
means a move laterally to investigations, technical support or the'like 
~~thOU9h the.emphasis is ~irected at the patrolman, it is believed that· 

eseguidel1nes are appllcable to other rank/positions as well In some 
cases, remarks will be specifically addressed to other position~. 

. The definition of guideli~e might be clarified at this point. This 
1S not. a cookbook on how to deslgn and oper~te a p~rforman'ce appraisal, 

\ ~rom~tl~n and pl acement program. ' The adminl strat1ve and techni cal detai 1 
;r1nv~ ve would be beyo~d the sc~pe of any brief document of this t e. 
\\.hIt 1S ~s~ulmed that pollee agencles and personnel or civil service ~~encies 
, a~e S1m1 ar per$onnel procedures. New and better ones are currentl 
:~e1ng deielope~ •. This~ocument is intended to assist police and rel~ted .. 
~erso~ne o~ C1Vll ~er~lce agencies to improve existing practices as an 
li'l~~r1m actl0n. ThlS 1~' accomplis~~d by providing background information 
abu"'~fperfor:mance ap~ra1sal, promotlon and placement technology and making 
~kec~t 1 ~d r:co~~datl0ns r.0~ i'!!provement of syste,!!s whi ch typi cally exi st. 
p ~~ 0 ~ i~ ~rl.'9rma~ion lS lncluded where a br1ef explanation is sufificient.; 
~ i~ ~n ~lv1l, serVlce managers concerned with police personnel matters 

s dOU 1 ea ~ to apply these guidelines to performance appraisal promotion 
an p acement problems. . -' , , 

In us~ng this document, each of the three major sections can be 
conlsiidered 1ndependently. Thus if the reader is concerned about promotion 
po ~ies, he can turn to that section. 'Similarly he can turn to the 
sectlon'on performance appraisal or placement.' . 

. Each.,,~e'ction contains two kinds of information. First the area in 
questTon 1's discussed based upon,an analysis of the existing technology 
and upon the results of asurvey;of ~re than tw~nt.Y police agencies personally 
conducted .by t.he authors. Here, example-sof both standard and unusual 
approaches are presented and ~xami ned. Inmiln,y 'c.ases, cons i derati ons pro ' 
and con for each issue are ralsed. The second<\:type of information is 
presented at the '.1nd of each section. Here, specificrecomnendations are 
listed and comnented upon briefly. These reconmendatlons'assume that the 
police .depC!~tmen~ already has or is prepared to utilize performance 
measuresi.promotlon systems, and placement approaches similar to those 
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which exist among the better police departments. They are based upon a 
study of current technology and practice. 

The references provide sources of detailed information for those 
agencies that wish to become more deeply involved in any specific area. 
For example, for those who might wish to perform a job analysis of their 
department's operations, there is a reference to a document which describes 
thi s process in detai 1 (5). For test a",d, item se 1 ecti on, and general 
eva1ua~ion methodology, see references: (1,3, 7, 8, 9, '-0, 11. 12, 13, 14). 

III. PERFORMANCE APPRAISAL 
Performance appraisal herein refers to the description and evaluation 

of the field performance or on-the-job performance of the 1aw enforcement 
officer. Performance appraisal is typically performed by an officer's 
supervisor who fills out a rati,ng scale. This process may also be called 
making an efficiency report or merit rating. Performance appraisal can 
be categorized as being subjective (performed bYfia person making a judgment) 
or objective (performed by counting events such as arrests or citations). 
The reasons for making performance evaluations are numerous-. For many 
departments, the primary purpose is to determine strengths and weaknesses of 
individual officers. For those performing at above average 1eve1s,it " 
provides an opportunity for supervisors personally to convey their support 
for this superior performance. Such verbal rewards can act to reinforce 
an.d sustain these performance levels. ~or those performing at below average 
or unsatisfactory levels, it provides an opportunity for the supervisor to 
counsel the officer and to work with him in developing a program to 
overcome his ,weaknesses. Also it lays the explicit groundwork in case 
it becomes necessary to take actions for dismissal. 

Although the foregoing approach is an important .. and very useful one 
for performance evaluation, it covers but one aspect of the problem. It 
is felt that a man's performance at his job should be a key element in 
deciding on eligibility for promotion and in placement and merit pay raises. 

if, , 

. While it is tri te to say so, it is sti 11 true that the be.stpredi ctor 
of future performance on any given task is past performance in the same task. 
It is not the only one of course. One of the difficulties has always been 
to 'get, ~c.curate measures of perfor,!,an~e.. Also, .,gi 'o'en good or even r 
adequate measures of performance, 1 t 1 S lmportant to make proper u!,\e of 
these meaSures for career decisions. To do this, both quanti tati ve\ and 
qua1itati,ve information are needed. Thus we get into the position of 
comparing one man against another. 

Many police departments use graphic rating scales to measure on-the-job 
performance. Onl.Y a few use other subjective techniques such as checkli.sts" 

.. 
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or ~peci a1 sca1.es such as forced..:. h .. . incld~nt behaviorally anchored SC~1~1C(, pNred-cOljlil~.risons, or critical 
graphlc scale). The special scales ~'llreba Yd' a specla1 version of a . 1 e lscussed later. 

Virtually no police depa t t . performance measures to eva1ua~e~n rel1es exc1usive1~ on objective 
objective measures is that they ts ~fficers. The maln difficulty with .. 
relevant. There are near1 alw are a '!'Cst never entirely objective or 
an~ hebnce subjective, inte~vent~~~ ~b!~~ties which require irliterpretative 
arlse y reason of differential •. person. The ambiguities may , 
behaviors leading to obJoectO' opportumtles for displaying certai~ 
simi1 b h . lve, measurable outcome b ar e aVlors have di fferent me . '. . S, or '. ecause apparently .; anl ngs 1 n d1 fferent contexts. 

The subjecti ve component f '.. \ arise when it is first observe 0 an ostenslbly objective measure may 
is interpreted for intorporat10~n1n:~corded o~ when the recorded measure 
none of the objective measures . 0 a quantltative score. Probably 
scores are entirely unambiguOUs1n ~~ettoda~ ~or development of objective 
ments ar~ desired, is to find n~w a. mu~ e done, if objective measure
sta~dar~1zed and systematized wa ~ O~J~ctlV~' measures or to devise 
subJect1'Ve or interpretati ve comypon~nt ~ndl 1 dng such measures so that the . lS re uced almost to zero. 

. In developing an ideal objective d . 1~vent~ry and categorize every possib1 p~oce ure,~.t w~uld be necessary to 
s1tuatl0ns and circumstances of' . e ype of obJectlve fact and the 
particular category of events aoccurrence. If this were done for a 
under every possible situatio~ 0 sc~eme could be developed for scoring it 
whenever that particular type OfreClr~umstance of occurrence. Thereafter ~oul d be consulted and:the score d vetn ,~ccdurred, trye model or scheme ' e ermlne accordlng1y. 

The foregoing model for a . t' l' .' Ii "number of arrests" would have t par .1CU ar type of information such as 
for all of the possible types of ~o~i!~~ fordo~~ortu~ity of occurrence and 
A !or'!'ula for converting occurrence • s an lmenSlons of occurrence. 
TrylS lS theoretically on~sib1e and ~tlnto ~co~S.WOU1d have to be written. 
dlff1cult and complex.'Each depart~n~ay ~d hSlrab1e b~t it is extremely 
for ltse 1 f and ; tis beyond the scope of w~~ . . ave to bUll d a set of formu1 as 
for this approach. ' lS paper to present guidelines 

A. Subject; ve Measurement' - Practi ces Pre~ented and ,Oi scussed 

The basic factors that must be 'd': . . . '!'easurement 'area are the fo 11 owi ng' (~)n~~~red 1 n the subJec,tl ve performance 
lnformation source for scales' d'(3) ...... , e measurement scale; (2) the 
are used. Each of these fact~r:nw;ll bthe pr~dcedure~ by which the scales 

I e conSl ered ln turn~ , 
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1. Measurement Scales 

;C~'ost existing subjective mea~urement scales used by police 
departments are graphic rating scales which list a series of fairly 
general dimensions of work performance characterizing all jobs at all 
levels. These dimensions frequently include the following: reliability; 
dependability; communication skills; report writing; attendance; job -

,attitude'; quality of work; cooperativeness; etc. sometimes these are 
\~urther sub-divided, for example, quality of work into timeliness, 
thoroughness and organization. Each dimension is scaled and the rater 
indi cates by means of a check mark, the level of performance of the ratee\':\ 

"The scale may be conti~uous or divided into sections. It may have numbers 
at varying points along the scale, brief narrative descriptions of 
each scale interval, or both. Figure 1 shows some typical examples of a 
corrmon1y used rating scale dimension of "reliability". 

Rating scales which are ,based "upon an analysis o't~a,,'.)'articular 
department's own tasks and functions make the rating process more meaningful 
to the rater and to the ratee than do scales which are not so based. 
Particularly they permit the ratEir to utilize his knowledge of 'how the 
ratee has performed at specific job behaviors as a basis for evaluating the 
ratee rather than having to translate such job behavior into a general 
trait dimension and then to evaluate the individual on that general 
dimension. This s1-tuation should produce both more reliable ratings and 
more' accurate ratings than would be expe,cted from the more traditio,na1 
rating scale dimensions. An example of a hypothetical job behavior 
dimension for a department is ,shown in Figure 2. 

In Figure 2, the various points along; the scale are fairlY 
completely defined. The scale dimension name might also be more,: ' 
completely and specifically defined if it is too broad. Additional infC)r
mati on would more clearly define the dimension for the rater. Thus, the, 
term "Family Crisis Intervention" .cou1d_be followed by some explanatory 
terminology to make it more easily unde~standable. 

The Ohio State Highway Patrol has, for many years, been using 
forced-chofee and forced ranking rating scales. Items from these scales, 
which are based upon an analysiS of the specific tasks and functions of 
the Ohio State Highway Patrol, are shown in Figure 3. 

, For a forced choice item, the rater chooses the two statements 
out of the four whi ch he cons; ders to 'best descri be the ratee. For a 
forced ranking item, the ratee ranks the statements, by circling appropriate 
numbers, according to how well they f;tth~;ratee. In either case, all or 
none of the statements may seem to be hi gh1Y;:i,appropri ate to theratee but 
the rateri s forced to- make a ohoi ce or a rank i n,g • 
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'.1 

Forced Choi Ce Item 

a. Regards his job as a grea~ responsibility instead of a 
money paying job. ,1 

b. Squelches rumors which tend to demoralize the department. 

c. Takes criticism in the proper manner. 

d. Never appears "down in the dumps". 

Forced Ranking Item 

a. Makes callers feel that their problems 
are of major importance. .. 1 2 3 4 

· ... b. Not a clock watc~er .' 1 2 
c. Rifle 

ready 

d. Has a 

Fi gure 3 . 

and revolver always clean and . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . · . . . . 1 2 

thorough knowledge of his work · . • 2 

Ohio State Highwqy Patrol, Forced Choice and 
Forced Ranki ng Items • 

3 4 

3 4 

3 4 
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All of the statements look like favorable ones but analysis has 
shown only some of them to be indicative of differential performance. The 
scale was developed to give 'higher weight to the predictive statements. 

The rater then is in the position of not having to evaluate the 
individual. Instead he indicates that behavior which is most descript~ve 
of the man. Since the supervisor doesn't know the right an~wer, that lS, 
the choices that;wi1l give the ratee the highest score, he lS "forced" 
to select the statements objectively. Since the statements themselves 
are based upon an analysis of the department task~ and functions, th~ 
.,super'li sor is able to make rel i able and accurate Judgements as to. Whl ch 
behaviors are most representative of the man ~eing.evaluated. Thls.system 
does have one obvious disadvantage from the vlewpolnt of the superv1sor. 
He cannot insure that the man he "feels" is best will get t~e best rating. 
For'\this reason, however, the man being evaluated may prefer such a ' 
syst~m since it~elp~ tO,reduce the effects of personal bias on the part 
of th~ ~,upervisor wh1ch 1S often at the heart of the problem of most 
rating scales. 

,. Another approach is the developrm:n~ of~eh~viorally a~chored . 
performance scales which are based upon crltlcal 1ncldent-type Job behav10rs. 
An example of such a scale is included as Figure 4, taken from some 
preliminary work being done by Personnel Decisions, Inc. 

Here the dimension "Using Force Appropriately" is described 
in behavioral terms. Each paragraph or point on the scale is "anchored" 
by concrete, specific narrative descriptions of a police officer's 
possible behaviors in such a situation. The descriptions are developed 
by means of a complex job analysis procedure. 

While these scales do not obviate all of the problems associated 
with rating scales, they do offer an approach which is more acceptable to 
many supervisors, which is considerably more reliable and accurate than 
typica~ rating scales. 

S~mi1ar scales are currently being used by the Lakewood, Colorado, 
Department of Public,Safety. The statements along a scale are in terms of 
behaviors that can be '''expecteci'' of the ratee. One such scale is shown in 
Figure 5. It will be noted that statements are placed, alternately, on . 
each side of the scale line. The ratee must place a check mark on the s1de 
opposi te the most appropri ~lte statement. and wri te a statement in. tha~ space 
in order to supplement and 'further exp11 cate the statement to Wh1 ch 1t 
corresponds. 

i .: . 

,; 
I! 
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USING FORCE APPROPRIATELY ~ I· 

(keeping one's "cool" under pressure or personal abuse; utilizi,ng the "., 
correct amount of force to resolve an incident.) 

Read up from the bottom to the last ~~JJory you could say is 
represellJative of the patrolman's "best" performance. Write 
the'word "best" in the blank beside it. 

A,deskman calmly convinced a man who was pointing a rifle at 
hlm to hand it over rather than shooti ng the ma'n when he had 
the chance. ' 

In a fight with a traffic violator, the violator knocked one 
officer down, took his revolver, and shot six shots at the 
o!ficer'~ partner, hitting him four times. The wounded officer 
p'llled hlS revolver and drew a bead on the violator who then 
threw~the emp~y gun down and raised his hands. The 'wounded offi
cer dld not f1re, but instead kept the violator covered until 
he was in custody, 

An officer stopped a car for a traffic violation a'nd the driver 
ass~ulted the officer with obscenities and verbal abuse. "The 
off1cer wrote the tag and calmly explained why the man got 
the tag and how he could handle it, still amid a barrage of 
obscenities. 

T~e offi~er g:abbed the arm of a gir'j attacking her boyfriend 
wlth an lce plck, narrowly saving him. The officer was then 
assaulted by her, and had his snirt ripped by the ice pick 
before he struck her in the head with hi s gun to subdlJe her. -----
Th~ of!icer waited for two young men who had been rowdy and 
nOlsy 1n a restaurant to come back to their car to pick them 
up. He took them to a dark area several blocks from their car 
kicked them in the ass, and told them to walk back to their ' 
car. He also said that they should stay out of the area 
because their kind weren't needed. . , 

While taking a very hostile and belfigerentman to jail, the 
officer purposely threw him against 'the wall. 

The officer slapped a man who was pestering a bartender to 
sell him a drink after hours. 

A, man ~ topped ~fter bei ng cha~ed at h.i gh speed, Even tho,ugh the 
s 1 tua tl on was .1 n hand, an offl ce r from a second sq uad wh i ch 
pull ed up began beati,ng the man. . 

"',.' 
" 

Figure 4. Exafll)le. of Behaviorally Anchored Performance Scale 
(Dunnette t M. et a 1. , Personnel Dec; s; ons, Inc.Mi nneapo 1 is, 
Minn.) , .. . 
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Could be expected to thoroughly 
handle such case assigned check
ing all sources of information; 
takes care in the collection and 
preservati on of evi dence; is 
familiar with all procedures for 
followup investigations; strives to 
become professionally qualified in 
a particular field; cgnstantl~ . 
strives to become more effect1ve 1n 
everything from patrol to homicide 
i nves ti gati on. 
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hnical Could be expected to handle all tec 
areas to the best of·his ability, s 
help when needed; recognizes his st 
and weaknesses and seeks to improve 

~eking 
rengths . 

ired 
under 

Could be expected to carry ~ut requ 
activities in a team situatlon or 
some direct supervision. Must be.r 
of total implications of his actlo 
lice agent. Competent to ~erform 
but seldom seems to recognlze valu 

eminded 
ns as a po 
tasks, 
e of 

thorough work. 

Could be e xpected to handle all ass'ign-
be able to effectively use the 
experts in such fields as ballistics, 

ments and 
~;kills of 
chemi cals, 

Could be e 
ing knbwle 
techniques 
offi cer-vi 

and handwriting. 

xpected to demonstrate a work
dge of: accident investigation 
, camera use, traffic procedures, 
olator contacts, case filing proce

dures, ar. 
dence jH"t:i'S 

rest and restraint procedures, evi
ervation techniques, criminal 

investigat ion procedures, and radio procedures. 

Could be 
of patrol 
recognize 

expected to go through the motions 
procedures, but often fails to 
criminal activity; occasionally 

1 mishandle s criminal evidence; might be 
to do poorly in some specific skill 
ingerprin~ing or breathalyzer use. 

Could be expected to be unable to 
identify cri~i{lal activity; also u 
effectively ,dentify, collect, or 
criminal evidence; unable.to hand1 
criminal and administrative functi 

pro~er~y 
nable to 
preserve 
e non-
ons. 

expected 
such as f 

Could be expected not to possess the prac
wledge to handle major investiga
ems unaware of basic patrol fun~

tical kno 
tions; se 
tions and techniques. 

TECHNICAL COMPETENCE 

Figure 5. Example of Lakewood, Colorado D.P.S.Rating Scale I .' 
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2. Informatiol~ Sources (observers and observational situations) 

, . \\ . 
The second e1er\~~nt in the performance evaluation process is the 

source from which informat\ion about a person I~ performance comes. This 
source is usually observatl;9ns made by a supervisor and will be re;ferred /F 

to that way hereinafter except when specifically discussing other sources ...... . 
The objective of a measurement procedure is to extract reliable and accurate-' 
information about an individual's work performance from a person who has 
observed that performance. However, obse~vers vary in many characteristics, 
including their personal biases and desire to do an object"fve evaluation. 
Frequently a supervisor may not have the necessarj'i information to evaluate 
an individual on certain performance dimensions. Thi's sectlon will describe 
some of the .more important problems of information sources and w~ll suggest 
some of the methods that are being utilized to overcome these problems. 

;1 
i 

,I 
I 
j 

1 
1 

1 , 
q 

I 
,j 
! 
! 
! 
:j a. Knowledge of person being evaluated ! 

The supervisor must have direct, or good indirect information as :~I' 
to the job behavi.ors which are being measured. As mea~urements during the 
probationary period are especi.ally critical, Qflice departments will frequently ~ 
assign senior patrolmen to new recruits dur.jrig their academy period and during i 
their initial on-the-job peri.od. Those ass-:::?gned are sometimes sp.ecifica.1ly trained .~ 
officers having a training function. Part of their preparation should be in '1 
how to evaluate new officers. Regardless of the fo'rmal relatior:ship between .~. 
the supervisor and person being supervised, no one cah make an accurate performance I 
measurement unless he has had the opportunity to observe'a person in a variety I 

of situations whic;h are related to the performance scale dimensions. Police 
departments must p~rposely arrange for this interacti.on to occur d'Jring this 
initial try-out per~od. The supervisor must have the opportunity to acquire 
knowledge of the job behavior of the new man or the measurement process becomes 
a meaning1ess exercise. Some departmentsOQ'rrange for the probationary officer 
to bEA assigned to several different functions during this period, such as 
traff~c, investigations, vice, community relations as well as several varied 
patro!l assignments. This procedure assures that the new patr:-olman has the 
QPpori,tunity to participate in many di"erse tasks and to be observed during these 
situai.)ions sf.nce he is always assigned to work with more senior officers at 
th ' J • . 

1 S ,~1ffie. 
/' 

/! 

b. Relationship of the observer and person being measured 

Typically the information source is the supervisor of the person 
peing measured. Sometimes there are several . supervisors as when a man is 
working various shi;fts under different sergeants, or; where the.man is 
evaluated by more than his direct supervisor. An example of ttj.}sis evaluation 
of a patrolman by his lieutenant and capt~in as well as his sergeant. To the 
extent that these individuals have the infor~ation to judge the officer accurately, 
the us e of mbre than one supervi sory level can.be useful to improve performance 
measurement reliability (that is consistency) and accuracy. 

-,., 

Pol ice departments might well consider 'the use, o'f peers (officers 
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at the same level as the one being evaluated) particularly during the proba
tionary period although this might be equally useful periodically after 
probation. The peer procedure assumes that asso~i~t~s of peers have . 
considerable opportunity to observe the work actlv1t1es of fellow off1cers 
and can make accurate estimates as to the level or quality of that work. 
During probation, fellow officers have many opportunities for observi~g 
the behavior of new officers. Peer measures could be used fo~ assesslng a~ . 
officer's maturity and adjustment as well as performance. Th1S procedure 1S ln 
fact used by the Los Angeles County Sheriff's office during the time spent in 
the training academy. The administrative problem for routine use after the . 
probationary period would be selection of those patrolm~n who have the matu01ty 
and will ingness to make such measuFements. ~robl~ms to be overc~m~ wo~ld include 
means for pr'eventing an officer from evaluatlng h1S buddy and ellm1nat1ng 
from the peer's mind the implication of informing on a fellow officer. The 
advantages are that supervisors, part;;'Icularly in police departmen~s, don't. 
always have the opportuniti~s t.o observe an of the varieties of Job behaVl?rS 
that a patrolman might exhibit.Jr~~Chicago Pol ice· Dep~rtment used evaluatl0n 
by peers as part of a re~.~arch SttJ~IM:<it'? develop and valldate a patrc;>lman 
selection device. ' The re'sults of thlS study (2,6) suggest that peers can 
measure reliably those performance dimensions which ~re conv~ntio~ally me~sured 
by supervi sors a,nd that such measurements al so contrlbute umque mformat10n 
about the person being evaluated. 

To obviate other administrative problems in utilizing peers, special 
performance scales ~ight be prepared for peer evaluat~rs. Su~h scales would 
he. designed to requlre the peer rater to rank order h1S assoc1ates from top to 
bottolfl on. each performance dimension rather ~han to allow him to make absolute 
judgements which might resul t in everyone bell')g pl aced at the top of the perfor-
mance scale. 

Self ~easurements may also be us'eful. ~1easurements made by the 
person being evaluated on his own performance ~an provide ~sefu~ inf~rmatiQn 
as to how an individual believes he is performmg. In conJunctlon w1~h a 
~upervisor's measurements, a comparison of the two res~lts would provlde the 
supervisor with considerable insight as to the perceptlon by ~he patrolman 
at' his own performance as well as to suggest where the superVlsor may have 
~~en too high or too low. 

c. The number of supervisors' 

'As stated before, indlvidual supervisors frequently tend to be 
biased. Some routinely evaluate individuals low on various performance 
dimensions \'1hile other's routinely evaluate individuals high. Some place,. 
everyone near the average level while others use the extreme.val~es rout1nely. 
These differences occur for many reason's; amo,,~, the most ObVl0US 'are t~e 
different criteria each supervisor uses foreac-h.dimension;.personal b1as . 
for or against the person being evaluated; and .dl.fferences ln the opportumty 
to observe the officer. Personnel books can llSt many more r~asons. Th~ 
utilization of more than one supervisor for each person be~ng ev~luated r~duces 
the effect of a single supervisor's bias. The moresupervlsors mvolved 1n 

I . 
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this process, the greater the likelihood that individual idiosyncrasies will 
be averaged out. However, the addition Of supervisors who are not 
knowledgeable about the officer in question does not contribute toward a 
more accurate rating so that the selection of such raters must be made in 
terms of who is qualified .to evaluate. If only one person is so qualified, 
only one person should make the evaluation. . 

3. Procedures for using subjective performance scales 

. The combi.nation of an information source with the performance scale 
1n order to produce an accurate measurement of an individual's performance 
requires that certain procedural conditions be met. This section w1ll discuss 
some of the more critical procedural elements. While some of these may be 
obvious, this' does not lessen their importance in attaining accurate evaluations. 
These procedures are the following: ' 

a. Training/orientation of the supervisor. 
b. Frequency of the measuring process. 
c. Methods for equating measurements from more than one supervisor. 
d. Review and sign-off procedures. 
e. PartiCipation by the person being measured. 
f. Appea 1 . procedures. \\ . 
g. Special procedures for redli\:~ing supervisor bias. 

\\ 
a. Training/orientation of the S\;\perVisor 

\\ 
Most departments have a set of instructions, either as part of a 

. supervisor's manual or as part of the performance appraisal package, which 
is often the primary, and sometimes the only, preparation a supervisor is 
given prior to using a performance scale. Although this information may be 
clear and adequate for instructi-ng the supervisor in his task, there is no 
guarantee that he will read and follow the instructions. " It is necessary that 
a supervisor who is going to make a performance rating (and most supervisors 
~ake many ratings)' be required to understand the importance of the measurement 
task and the impact that his evaluations will have on the persons being 
evaluated. In addition, he should be briefed on the performance scale 
dimensions, the standards,for scoring each dimension and methods for minimizing 
personal biases. Standa~~U's for measurement should ,be repeated in the printed ' 
instructions. The District of Columbia's Metropolitan Police Department 
performance rating form includes information as tp how the rating responses 
should be distributed b,y comparing each level in -the scale with the number of 

'officers out of a hundred that would normally perform at that level. Thus" 
for an outstanding rating on a particular dimension, only one officer out of 
a hundred would be expected to perform at the o~tstandfng level. At the 
excellent ri:tting level, thirteen·out'of a hundred "/ould be expected to perform 
at this level (see section g). Standards need to be continuously brought 
to the mind of the supervisor as it is very easy to .utilize one's personal 
standards which tend to vary from time to time. At the same time, standards 
must be developed in 1 ight of the situation for which 'the.v are used. A small 
highly select group of tactical patrol-officers, may in fact contain a large 

c) 
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proportion of top performers. Above average tthougl1 not superior) officers 
would suffer by comparison in such a group. Thus, standards should be 
continuously monitored, and modified where the situation warrants it. 

Training of the supervisor might very likely include a session in 
which the supervisors evaluate some commonly known individual (not . 
necessarily a policemen) in order to bring out forceab1y, to those bel~g 
trained, the widely divergent results which can occur. Analyses of p~10r 
performance evaluations made within a department may be useful for thlS 
purpose. 

In summary, each police department should sponsor and support.a 
training/orientation session for each supervisor, conducted by someo~e ~lth 
authority and familiar with the problems of, and. procedures fo~, achl~vlng 
objective evalu~tions. This session s~ould provlde the superV1S?rS ~lth 
explicit standaras for making more rellable and accurate evaluatlve Judgements. 

b. Frequency of the evaluation process 

Performance evaluations should be made on each officer past probation 
at least once a year. Twice a year is a preferred rate. The latt~r freque~~y 
provides formal feedback to the officer sufficiently often to provlde the needed 
guidance for those under par and to sustain the morale of those.above p~r .. 
Measurement every six months also insures t~at the~e~f~r":,ance l,nformatlon 1 s 
timely for potential decisions as to promotlonal ellglbl~1ty, trans~er, or 
dismissal. Some consideration might be given to schedullng evaluatlons at 
irregular intervals while maintaining thiS schedule. Performance m~a~urements 
should always be made whenever someone is transferred to a new posltl0n or 
promoted. 

During the probationary period, performance evaluation frequency should 
be high. ~1onthly evaluations for new officers are fr~quently ytil i~ed a~d. are 
very useful to provide continuous feedback to the offlcer durlng t~'s crlt1:a~ 
period. For those who are probationally promoted to sergeant ~r h19~er posltlons, 
such a high frequency is not necessary and perfor~ance eva~uat~ons mlght be 
made at three or even at six months intervals u~t'l ~r?bat10n ~s.over. In 
most departments, men are rarely demoted to thew or19lna1 pos1tlon .. If good 
selection procedures are used, and if the ~rior pe~formanceof a man 1S carefully 
considered promotions should work out satlsfactorlly. Nevertheless the 
possibility exists that a man may get "over his head II as a consequenc~ of a. 
promotion so that performance ratings should be as carefully made dur1ng thlS 
period as for a new officer. .. 

c. Review and sign-off procedures 

Almost' every police department has someone, usually the supervisor'S 
immediate superior, review the performance ev~luations. Th!s person ~sually 
signs the performance evaluation form along w1th the superv1sor. It 1S 

1 
I 
I 
J 
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encouraged that this occur because it is one way to reduce supervisor bias. 1 
1 

. ~he primary function of the reviewer is to insure that the performance ; 
eva1uatl?n 1S done on schedule and is complete and reasonable. The reviewin I 
process lns~res that more.than one person is involved in the performance evaluation I 
process; thlS may result 1n more complete acceptance on the part of those being I ! 
evaluated. II ; 

However, the review must be meaningful to be useful. The reviewer 
must read al~ of t~e measurement scores for each officer being evaluated 
rather th,~n Just slgn the form. Here, as with the supervisor;:; procedures must 
~e establ1shed and.fo~lowed by the department to insure that reviewers are 
~nformed as to th:lr Job and have the appropriate information for carrying 
lt out .. At the.tlme that the supervisors are being trained, it would be 
app~o~rlate.to 1n:lude th~ reviewers if this is feasible. If not, a special 
tralnlng/onentatlon seSS10n should be held periodically for reviewers. 

The ~s~ of addi~ional levels of reviewing is warranted only to ,the 
extent .that add1tl~nal reVlewers can meaningfully evaluate the performance 
measurements. A slgn-off by the commanding officer or police chief may be 
\'Jarran~ed instead ~fa review. This sign-off would be to certify that the 
supervlsor and reV1ewer had completed the form on schedule and if appropriate 
tha~ the offic~r b~ing eva~uated ha~ seen the results and ~greed with them ' 
Cth~s last tOP1C wl11 be d1scussed 1n detail laterI. A sign-off is not a 
reVle\'I; rather it is principally an administrative tool. . . 

d. Methods for equating evaluations from more than one 
supervisor or groups of supervisors 

. Within a department, one can adjust performance measurements in order 
to try to.minimize the bias effects of individual supervisors or even groups 
of supervlsors. 

. In the case of i~dividuals, one can look at the average summary 
evalua~10ns for each supervlsor. If supervisor (A) has an average of 85 while 
supervlsor CB} has an average of 75, one would suspect the operation of bias 
on the part of at l~a~t one of the supervisors. - This conclusion is bas~d on 
the -assumption that if .the_number of persons being ~va1uated in each group is 
large, t~e overall performan~'e of each group should be approximately the same. 
If ~ reVlew of the two.group~1 reveals that they are.genera11y equal; the 
reVlewer could then ralse everyone in the low group by 10 points or lower 
everyone in the hig~, group by 10 pOints. If the reviewer feels that the two 

. groups are indeed different, and has confidence in the objectivity of each 
supervisor, he will leave the evaluations as they are. The basic prinCiple 
here would hold for any number of supervisors, of course. However, for a large 
number of supervisors, a mean for all of the supervisors could be calculated, 
and discrepancies from this mean considered ina similar manne'r. . 
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e. Participation by the person being evaluated 
'<,~ 

"'-' The most impor,~ant element in the performance evaluation process 
is the officer being evaluated .. One of the more useful results of the 
evaluation process is to inform the officer being evaluated as to his 
performance level, both in terms of his strengths and weaknesses. In 
the case of his strong points, this represents an opportunity for his. 
supervisors personally to acknowledge his superior efforts formally, or 
in the case of his weak points, to work with him in developing(i training 
program to bring his performance up to par in those areas of deficiency. 

One basic question is whether the person being evaluated should 
have access to the performance evaluation results and what input should 
he have on them,' if any. Since the performance measurement process requires 
a close relationship between a supervisor and an individual, 'we suggest that 
the individual should review his performance evaluation with the supervisor 
priod to the reviewer seeing the .evaluation. At this point many misunder-
stan ings may be resolved •. After meeting with the supervisor the individual 
can indicate his agreement or disagreement when he signs the form •. This 
procedure indicates to the reviewer whether or not there isa potential problem. 
If the individual is in disagreement with his supervisor, the reviewer may . 
be able to arbitrate the situation or he may forward the appeal onward through 
channels. A disagreement also alerts the reviewer to consider whether the 
supervisor may be biased and whether he should compare this supervisor's 
evaluation sUlTlllaries with those of other supervisors. 

It is important toreali zethat all evaluations, even those made 
by well intentioned and well trainedsupervisorsusing performance scales 
which accurately reflect the major job dimensions in a job position, are 
subjective and are susceptible to the problems discussed above. Some 
procedure is necessary for the subject of the evaluation to record his dis
agreement to insure at the minimum' further review of the evaluation. 

f. Appeal procedures 

A fo.rmal procedure is necessary to handle situations where an .offi cer 
appeals his performance evaluation. AppealS will most often occur where the 
evaluation has some impact on the individual, such as stopping a pay increase, 
disqualification from taking promo_t;ional examinations, o.r being partial or com
plete grounds for dismissal. Usually a city or state.gd~ern~nt will h~ve 
standardized appeal procedures which apply to promotlons WhlCh aretyplcal~y J 

controlled by personnel or ci vil servi ce procedures. Since performance ratl ngs( 
are typically handled internally by poli ce departCiE!nts, more vari ations in 
appeal procedures may occur. 

Usually, an officer appeals up the chain of cOlTllland to, ultimately, 
the chief. Normally, if an appeal is successful, it is successful at the 
supervi sor or reviewer level. It is at these levelS that knowledge of an 
officer's ';obbehavior exis'ts and may be utilized to change a performit:nce 

:;.: 
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measuremen~. If the appeal goes beyond the reviewer, then the only charge 
that a pollce,manager can react to is prejudice or malfeasance on the part 
of the supervlsor, ~eg~rdless of the actual.truth of the appeal. Since 
these,charges are dlfflcu1t to support. an.appeal is frequently denied at 
the hlgher levels. 

Neverthe1~ss it is important to have ~ formal channel for handling 
performance eva1uatlon appeals. Supervisors and reviewers should be encouraged 
to resolve performance measurement disputes if possible at their level. It 
should be ma~e c1ea~ to ~hosecha11enging their performance evaluations that 
the challenglng offlcer lS probably going to have to prove prejudice. or 
m~lfeasa~ce on ~h~ ~art of the, supervisor if it goes ·to higher levels'. 
Slnce th1S poss1b111ty does eXlst, the appeal should be investigated by police 
management. A board of appeals which includes members from the various 
ra~kspnc1uding patro1'!1an} as a final authority may be an acceptable and 
obJect1ve way to mak~ f1nal resolutions of these types of problems. 

The performance evaluation is important to the person being 
evalu~te~. It should be,treated w~t~ respect by those charged with seeing 

. that 1t 1S properly appl1ed and ut111zed. Formal appeal procedures 
constitute an important element in any performance evaluation process. 

g. Speci a 1 procedures for reduci ng' supe.rvi sor bi as 

. . . Therec:)ar~ a nU'!1ber of rules or pr~cedures for, attempti ng to red.uce 
or 1n101mUe superV1sor b1ases. Some of those that seem particularly relevant' . 
for police departments are sUlTlllarized below. 

(1) Inclusion of standards on each performance scale, similar 
to the D. C. Metropolitan Police Department. See Figure 6. 

" 
The D.C. scale utilizes a normal distribution, that is, as many 

men are at the high end of the scale as are at the low end. An alternate 
approach would be to utilize a distribution whereby more officers would be 
placed at the high end of the scale. This distribution assumes that there 
are more good offi cers than poor .ones, a reasonable assumption. ' 

The number of marks (representing policemen) in each 'sca1e division 
indi cates how many offi cers out of a hundred are able to perform at that 
level. Thus, when a man is placed within one of. those scale divisions, his 
performance level relative to other police officers is clearly indicated. 

(2) A supervisor might evaluate a single performance dimension for 
all officers being evaluated before proceeding to the next dimension rather 
than measuring all performance dimensions on one officer before proceeding to 
the ne,xt offi cer. Thus, he woul d judge each of hi s offi cers on "exerci se of 
judgement in eliciting information ftom witnesses" before proceeding to the 
next dimension. This technique enables the supervisor to keep the relevant 
performance dimension in mind as he proceeds through each officer, thereby, 
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hopefully, reduci ng the chances of personal bi.as ~ffecti ng all the 
measurements of anyone officer. The supervisor'"set" or orientation is 
toward a specific performance dimension, rather than toward a specific 
individual. This technique is more cumbersome than evaluating one person 
completely before evaluating the next person but maybe worth the added 
effort to attain more accuracy. 

(3) Require that extreme scores, either high or low, be justified 
by a narrative description of the score. Many police departments use this 
scheme. Generally it tends to reduce extreme scores because of the added 
effort requi red to ,prepare the narrative.;" However, for thi s reason, scores 
may tend to get grouped around the average values if care is not taken to 
insure that a normal distribution of scores is maintained. If a supervisor 
has no extreme scores out of 20 or 30 offi cers evaluations, the reviewer 
should check to insure that the supervisor was not trying to speed up the 
evaluation task rather than measuring the actual performance levels among 
his )men. The narrative also forms a basis for handling appeals as it is the 
extremely low scores that are appealed. The requirement to provide a narrative 
basis for a low score allows a ratee to see specifically why he is being 
downgraded, and provides a mor~ ade~uate basis for deciding whether to 
follow through with 'an appeal or no't.~ , 

B. Objective Measurement 

It would be convenient if one could place some sort of meter onto a , 
police officer to record and count significant tasks that the office~performs 
in his job each day. Such a meter might be used to me~sure t~r't\fficer's 
performance. Obviously we have no such meter. We do have rea$:li1~t.~yiilab1e 
Jndicators of "objective" events contained in police perosonnel \folders. Such 
objective data frequently include'the following: number of arr~)sts (total, 
felony, misdemeanor); number of traffic citations; number of aw4rds or 
citations; number Of disciplinary actions; ,number of citizen .camplaints; 
attendance; tenure, etc, . /if ' 

\ . 

It is obvious that the particular geographic area tha~la patrolman 
covers wi 11 have a major effect upon such measures as arrests, citi zen 
complaints, and traffic citations. Tenure is frequently us~d as an indicator 
of performance (or survivibility) but it certainly would ap~ear to have 
limited utility after an officer had spent more than a mim»,hum of time on 
the force (say one year) where he would be expected to ha'{l~ achieved a stable, 
performance level. ' Attendance may reflect a man I s he~1th; it is not 
necessarily related to how well he can perform (although, obviously, if he 
is not on duty, his performance level is zero for that period of time). 

Because of' 'th'e limited usefulness of available objective data, it is 
not recommended that such data be used in isolation to evaluate on-the-job 
performance. However, such data in the hands of a knowledgeable supervisor 
can be useful to him in arriving at subjective estimates of an officer's 
performance. A supervisor can take into account variatj,9ns in situations, and 

, . 
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. use such data to refine his performance ~asurement estimates. Thus, 
objective data can be employed as a usefu}} adjunct to a supervisor making 
rat; ngs; it cannot substitute for such rr,tti ngs •. Beyond thi s, the use of 
objective data for the sake of objectivtty would require the development 
of models and methods as discussed earlier. 

C. Reconmendations for Post-Probation Performance Evaluation 

These recofl1llE!ndations are primari ly di rected at improving existing 
practices without involving major changes or new developments. They do not 
concentrate on some of the current practices which are technologically 
sophisticated and may have excellent potential but require major implemen
tation efforts. They emphasize the improvement of the graphic rating scale 
approach, COrrlllon in most departments, a;~d which, if properly designed and 
uti 11 zed, is reasonably effecti ve.' .,,' 

It is also felt that performance evaluation can be a contributing input 
for various career actions for a police officer, particularly promotion 
eligibility and placement. ThiS paper is concerned with a graphic scale 
that includes quantitative indices as well as qualitative information, since 
quantitative data can be easily and directly used. 

F; rst rat; ng scales will be covered; then the r·at~.(., and f; nally the 
procedures for using the rater and the rating scale to protW.f,:e accurate 
performance evaluations." '" "~~, 

1. Performance Rating Scale 
". 

a. Performance scale dimensions should be based upon specific'job 
behaviors or tasks of police officers in a department. 

Few departments use specific job behaviors as performance 
dimensions. Job analyses can be used to generate specific job performance 
dimensions. Such dimensions can be used in addition to, as well as in place 
of, the more typical personality and general p~rformance dimensions such as 
reliability, ~Qoperativeness, etc. -.. ~ 

b. Each performance scale dimension should be carefully and 
unambi~uOUS1Y defined. Short sentences or even brief phases should be used 
to def ne each dimension. . 

c. Each erformance scale dimension should be scaled numericall 
defined by a brief phrase, and shou inc Li e expected stan ards. A 
$ca'e as the one in Figure 7 might be used for each performance dimension. 

d. Each performance scale dimension should be weighted according 
to its )~]ortance. 

High performance on one performance dimension is not 
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necessarily of the same value as the same performance level ona different 
performance dimension. Each dimension should bt;! weighted according to its 
importance or criticality ona numerical, scale. When weights are not 
used, the result is to make each dimension equal in its ... contribution to 
overall performance assessment. Also, the greater the<~.t0riation among 
personnel scores in a particular dimension, the greater·"the advantage in 
us i ng wei ghts . 

e. Narrative material should be prepared sUPQorting all ratings 
.given at the extreme ends of each Qerformance scale dimension. . ... 

Typica11y this would be for each performance scale dimension 
defined as unsatisfactory and outstanding. Supervisors should be expected to 
have a certain nun'lber of such cases; if a supervisor did not use the extreme 
categories, the reviewer should determine 'whether this is due to the intent 
to avoid the task .of preparing the narratives or really is indicative of the 
performance distribution of the men working for that supervisor. As a less 
desi red al ternati ve, narrative materi al mi ght'be requi red only for summary 
ratings th(i:t fall into the' extreme categories .. Thus if only one performance 
dimension was rated as outstanding, this would not have to be justified if 
the summary was less than outstaryfing. 

. j 

f. There should be a summary rating at the end of the rating 
scale expressed both,':&ccurately an"d" descriptively. 

After weighting each dimension, a numerical average can be 
computed for all performance dimensions of each ratee. The resulting 
score wil,l indicate which descriptive category the ratee falls into,for 
example, unsatisfactory or average. The individual scores can be used for 
counseling and asa basis for remedia.l training. The sunrnary score can be 
used for decisions on promotional eligibility, pay raises, qismissal, etc. 

2. The Rater 

/tl. One of the raters should be the immediate sUQervisor of the ratee. 

A rater should have several months experience in supervising 
or working with the ratee. A rater may wish to obtain o~jective data from 
the ratee's personnel file to assist him, but he must ha~e some direct 
information as to the ratee's perfonnance., Otherwise t~e rating process 

, should be postponed until this information can be o~tained •. Raters shou1d 
not rate performance dimensions where they have no lnformatlon. Inaccurate 
ratings are worse than no ratings. 

b. The rater should receive special training before being Qermjtted 
to rate anyone. 

The rater should not be given' a set of rat; ng forms and told to 
rate his men, even if thorough instructions are included as part of the printed 
materials. Each rater should attend at least one training session devoted to 

( 

.. 

.. ·1······· 
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~~~~~~~9:~~1~d~~ij~~~ng ac~u1rate. ratings. The instructor should be someone 
l' d overa ratlng process and preferably a member of th 

~~e l~~i ~pari~ent •. "The training s~s~ion sho~ld have the direct backing 0/ 
~. e content of the traln1ng'sesslon should include wa s t 

:~~ipdrobc1eads as)! wefll as. informa~~ion about the scales. standards to ~e a~pl ied 
urf.s or US1 ng the scales. ' 

.. ,:~;,J':/ ' 

":rc. The rater must bemotivate'd to make accurate performance ratinas. 

, A typ1cal,complaint of many supervisors with respect to 
.:.p.erformance e~a1~at10n 1S the excuse that "it takes too much time." This 

type of react10nreflects the problem of having to perform a task th t 
be ~np1easan~ (if an officer is performing below standard) and diffi~ul~ay 
at est. T~lS terydency must be overcome. The primary way of doin iti' 
fo~ t~e pollce Chl~f and the police department to make this proces~a hi\ 
pr~or~~y one. !tlS not POSSl ble to tell a department how to instill thf s 
1 n 0 1 S supervl so~s as there areas many ways as there are good 01 i ce 

\ 

~~~~~:~~ ~n ~~~ ~:~~ c r~~~!~~S c!~e~~ .. e(mph~si ~ed ar. e the, importanc)e ~f '~n accurate 
impo t f . '. , payral se, promotl on , etc. and the 

r anceoaccurate ratlngs for the supervisor's own performance :~valuation. 
I 

3. Rating Procedures 

a. Ever.r officer ~hou1d be rated every six months, and when he 
moves to a new asslgnment WhlCh involves a new supervisor. 

th d New assignments include promotion as well as transfer within e epartment. 

process~ 
b. All raters and reviewers should receive training in the rating 

This training should cover, at the minimum, the following 

-Ways to minimize personal bias 
-Standards 
-Narrative ma~erial t? support extreme ratings 
-Feedback reVlew meetlng wlth the ratee . 

" -Clarificat~on of the rating scale or other asp~cts 
of the ratlng process. 

c. All ratings should be reviewed by at least one person at one 
command level above.the supervisor. 

. For a ser~eant, this would,be the lieutenant to whom he reports. 
Th~ lleutena~t s~ould s.lgn-offafter revlewing each rating form. However, the 
baslc re~.ponslbilltyfor the accuracy should rest with the supervisor not 
the reVlewer. ' 

I 
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d. The ratee shoul d be permi1tted to see hi s tati ng and to i ndi cate 
whether or not he agrees wi th it. 

The ratee should review the rating before the reviewer sees it. 
At this" time, the supervisor may wish to ~hange a rating if there is a conflict. 
The ratee should sign the rating after iridicating his agreement or disagree
ment. 

e. Contested ratings should be handled b~ a formal process. 

A police department should 'attempt to resolve a dispute 
internally. Outside agencies such as a civil service commission or the courts 

., should be involved only as last resorts. Each department should have a 
mechanism ready to deal with disputes and appeals. In small departments, this 
might be the fiat of the chief. In large departments, a review board 
consisting of various ranks, including the patrolman rank, should be estab
lished as the final internal appeal source. These review boards must be 
prepared to deal frequently with issues of prejudice and malfeasance. 

D. Recommendations for Performance Evaluation-during Probation 

These recommendations for performance evalu~tion during the probationary 
period are similar to those for periodic performance evaluation which are 
listed in the foregoing section. This section will include only recommendations 
Which, are modifications of or are in addition to those already made. It 
wi 11 not cover measures rel ated to academy course" performance, per se, or t.o 
personality or socialization measures that might profitably be used to help 
with retention decisions. The order of the recommendations will be as 
before: the rating scale; the rater and rating lprocedures. 

1. Performance Rating Scale 

a. Special standards should be used fl')r measuring new patrolmen. 

New patrolmen cannot be expected tu perform at a level corrmenserate 
with experi enced offi cers. These offi cers are sti 11 learni ng the; t, job. Job 
standards ~hould be designed to compare new officers with other new officers 
or with established s .... ~andards based upon prior experience with recruits rather 
than wi th experi enced/ offi cers. 

b. The performance dimensions in the regular rating scale may need 
to be altered for officers 'on probation. 

Because of the fact that the new officer is "learning" the 
job, he may not perform some of the tasks that he would normally perform 
after a year's experience. For this reason, ~olice management should 
consider deleting some of the performance dimensions that would not be 
expected to be performed by such officers. 

: ~. 
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;A better but more expensive alternative is to have two 
scales..:-one for routine evaluation and one for probationary evaluation. 
This i5 a desired approach but not necessary. 

2. The Rater 

a. The rater should have some direct experience with the pro
bationary officer but because of the limited time possible for personal 
contaf,t, more than one rater should be used if feasible. -. 

. Frequently the rater of a new patrolman is a senior patrolman 
rather than a sergeant. Because new patrolmen often are rotated among ;, 
assignments, the supervisor will not normally have several months of 
experience with the new man prior to making a performance rating. Since 
such r~ting~ are n~ces~ary for valid rentention decisions, they should be 
made wlth the reallzatlon that they will not be as accurate as those made 
on experienced officers. For this reason, several raters should be sought 
for each officer for each rating period. When this is done, the ratings 
should be performed independently. < 

3. Rating Procedures 

I!,eriod. 
a. New Officers should be rated monthly duri!!9 the probationary 

,,~~-: 

One of the best selection devices is the in'itial performance of 
an officer. At this time, indicators of potential problems frequently arise 
which are not or cannot be detected during the f9cr-iJlal selection process. 
-Frequent apprai sa,] s can detect these problems; il" -addi ti on, frequent 
appraisals form a solid basis for'dismissal if such action becomes necessary. 
Finally, such appraisals are useful for police administrators with respect 
to career decisions. for the new officer. 

b. Multiple ratings should be encouraged even if some are incomplete. 

Supervi·sors of a new officer may have limited contact with him, 
particularly, as new officers are often rotated through several areas during 
their first months. Some supervisors may be able to rate the new officer 
accurately only on some of the performance dimensions. This approach is 
preferable to having short-term supervisors rate performance dimensions where 
they have no basis for making an accurate rating. 

IV. PREDICTION OF PERFORMANCE 

Performance ratings on current and recent job behaviors may not be 
maximally or directly relevant or useful for predicting performaoceon 
different or higher level assignments than those for which these ratings are 
made.. What ; s 'required is use of the performance rat; ng; n a way modified 
from its use for non-predictive purposes and the addition of a great deal 
of data of predictiveusefuJness. The performance rating is not to be ign~red 
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but only to take its place among a number of predictors. 

The problem of choosing personnel for specialized, supervisory, or 
management assignments vari es among departments as a functi on 'of many 
factors but mainly as a functipn of department size and complexity. 
Larger deoartments are likely to be the more complex 
departments in terms of number of specialized jObS and ranks; 
such departments will have the most personnel decisions of this kind to 
make and candidates Will be known to a limited number of persons. The 
influence of unions and civil service agencies and the legal relationship 
between a department and municipal, county, and state governments, impose 
practical restrictions on the personnel decision policies and methods of 
police departments but these factors can be changed when a need is 
demonstrated. 

.At the present t1 me, pol ice departments have a number of formal i zed 
procedures related to promot'ion but very few related to placement in specialized 
assignments. There is room for improvement in both of these respects . 
al though some departments have some rather good procedures. Prototypi cal 
practices found in the departments surveyed in the preparation of this document 
are described and then particular uses, modifications, and combinations 
are recommended. 

A. Promotion - Practices 

Civil service or personnel agencies have a heavy input into the 
promotional procedures of most of the departments visited although a 
considerable percentage of departments control the whole process internally. 
Unions have little or no influence in this respect except in some cities 
where they are responsible for a heavy emphasis on written tests. Most 
departments use some kind of written tests and these usually carry heavy 
weights in the overall determinations. 

l.El i gi bi 1 i ty 

~everal factors determine eligibility to compete for promotion. 
The most common of these is time in rank or the achievement of a certain 
pay increment level, sometimes the top one 'for: the.t:urrent rank. Pay level 
within a rank is usually, but not always, a functiorrof time in .rank. 'Some 
departments require the completion of a certain number of college credits for 
eligibility to compete for promotion to a given ~ank. In some~f. these cases, 
specified amounts of college credit can be substltuted for spec1fled amounts 
of time in rank. 

Two kinds of performance rating may determine.eligib~li~y to,co'!lpete 
for promQtion. One is the conventional performance ratlng perl0dlcally glven 
to all personnel and already disc~ssed. In add~tion, some ~epar~nts, at 
times of promotional competitiolls, use a promotlonal potentlal ratlng for'!l. 
This form deals with the personn~l characteristics considered to be requlred 
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!~rb~~~ ~igher ran~ for which the promotional competition is held Either 
fication ~~! :~~im~mu~e~.to determine eli~ibility for ~~mpetitio~ by speci-

" a lng or ~u~-off p~lnt. Severe u~sciplinary actions 
~~s~ ~:r~~~s! 7o~or~~lf~rb~,~~;~lfled perl0d prior to th~;1 canpetition, may 

. ,!,here are medical requirements for eligibility to com ete f 
promot10n ln som: cases although no physical ability reqUiremen~s suc~ras 
~!~ength t~r f~9i 1 ~ ty, were fo~nd. Each. of the foregoi ng eli gi bi 1 i ty cri teri a 
rega~dl~ 0 f po nt below WhlCh a ca~dld~te cannot fall and remain eligible 
. . ~s 0 scores on. the other crlterla. Except,in rare cases, where the 

dlstlnctlon between pollcemen and policewomen has been abolished policewomen 
atre no,~ yet eligible for the full range of promotion possibiliti~s available 
o po lcemen. 

It is worth no~ing that some departments permit skipping .of ranks 
so,.t~bat a sergeants for 1nstance, may, under certain circumstances be 
e 1 g1 1 e to compete fo!" the rank of captai n. < , 

2. Seniority and Veteran's Status 

. . Veteran's s~atus is more ~ft~n cons~der~d for selection of recruits 
~ha~ ~~ lS for promotlOn, although lt lS tendlng to disappear from consideration 
1n o. cases. One de~artmen~ permits ~aking advantage of Veteran status. 
~ne tlme an~ never agaln. ThlS may be ln the recruit selection procedure or 
ln a promo~lpn: Some departments allow some seniority credit on the romotion 
test for tlme ln grade beyond the minimum needed for eligibility. p 

3. Promotional Examinations , 

. M~st, but not all police departments have written examinations for 
promot~o~, ln s~me cases prepared by the department itself and, in others 
by a.clvl1 serVlce agency or personnel board. In most departments a ' 
ca~d~date may not take a promotional examination unless he is othe~ise 
ellg~ble.for.promot~on. Some de~a~tments allow a candidate to take an 
examlnatl0n ,f he w1l~ become el1g1ble during the life of the list established 
as a result,of promotl~n.p~o~edure~. However, in such cases, the candidate' 
must estab~lsh full ellglblllty before his name may be chosen from the list 
for promotlon. 

Tests are usually several hours long and consist of al~rge number 
of multiple ch~ice quest~ons designed to measure the candidate's knowledge 
and unders ~andl.ng of subJect matter requ; red for the new posit; on. The 
~est questl0~s should be based upon task or job analyses of the new position 
ln order :0 1nsure.test accu~acy a~ well as to provide against court challenges 
of th~ te;, ts • Aptl tude and 1 nte 111 gence tes ts are also someti mes used. 
For hlgher ranks, essay questions are added to the multiple choice questions. 
The top two o~three rqnk~ are.exempt from such examinations in some departments 
although there are cases ln WhlCh all ranks, up to and including competitors 
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for the position of Chief, must take a competitive written examination. 

Examinations are usually held everyone or two years or as needed 
and list life may be a year or two or until exhausted. There are cases 1n 
which, once a person1s eligibility for promotion is established, he remains 
eligible until appointed and need not take a'promotional examination again. 
There are instances in which the entire promotional competition is based 
upon written tests and r since there are also cases in which tests are not 
used, the range of weighting of written tests maybe said to be between 
zero percent and one hundred percent., The most usual weighting is 50% 
although instances of 40%, 60%, 70%, and 90% were also found. If this 
relative weighting is interpreted as the value or worth of a written test 
in predicting how well a candidate will perform in the next higher level 
position, it can be seen that there is no clear concensus 1n this respect. 

In addition to the relative weighting of a test, there is the 
matter of the passing grade and whether or not tests are graded lion the curve ll 

to conform to a preconceived distribution. Ordinarily, the grades would be 
the percent of questions answered correctly and the passing grade usually 
70%. For the written test or any other component of the promotion score, the 
passing grade, if any, may be varied to make greater or lesser use of that 
component as a screening device. If there is no passing grade, and everyone 
is considered to have passed, then a low score on a given component serves 
on1y to depress the total score. 

Because one of the functions of a written examination is·to measure 
job knowledge and understanding, lists of study materials are often, but 
not always, given to the competitors. Usually, when this is done, the test 
items are based upon these study materials. 

4. Performance Ratings 

The ordinary performance evaluation of a patrolman, usually 
annual or semi -annual, is not a predi ctor of how well he is 1i kely to do 
on a higher level or different job. However, it is an indicator to the 
extent that,~poor performer on a 9iven job 1s less likely than a good 
performer tb do well on a more demanding job. There may be cases, particularly 
in smaller departments. in which this evaluation is given very heavy weight 
or is virtually the sole criterion. In most departments, the wei9htin9 of this 
eva 1 uati on is cons i derab ly less than fi fty percent, although a rati ng of at 
least "satisfactory'l is required in order to compete for promotion. In 
some departments,this cut-off point is increased with incr'ease in rank so 
that a rating of "outstanding"'might be required for competition for the very 
highest ranks. As with the written examination, the variation with respect 
to this criterion varies from non use to use as the sole criterion for 
promotion. . 
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5 •. promotional Potential Ratings 

Most departments recognize that ratings of performance on a 
cur~ent ass.ignment. are ~ot suffi ci ent predi ctors of performance on new 
asslgn~nts req~i~lng dlfferent or higher level responsibilities. For 
promotlonal declslon purposes, most departments replace or supplement 
the.performance rating by using what is often called a promotional potential 
ratlng. Like the performance rating, this rating is made by one or more of a 
police officer's suppervisors. The rater attempts, from what he knows of 
the charact~ristics and behaviors of the ratee, to guage his potential 
as a superVlsor or manager or whatever speciality, such as detective, for 
which the selection process is being held. · , 

Some of these ratings are made using single, generalized scales. 
Others are more elaborate, employing a number of scales on factors such as 
supervisory and leadership ability, initiative, judgement, technical skill 
etc: The multi-factor ratings are better than the single factor generaliz;d 
ratlngs since they provide more detailed information for decision making. 

. 6. Objecti ve Factors 

There are various other supplementary criteria, which can be 
described as objective factors. They include'sucti' things as work products 
and accomplishments, special experiences, citations, and schooling such as 
college credits" or in California, certification of spedil course completion 
by the Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training. It is difficult 
to make such evaluations .completely fair to all contenders. Absolute 
objectivity cannot be ,achieved in any case. 

7. Interviews 

Most large police departments use some form of face to face oral 
interview as part of the promotion decision process. There is usually an 
oral review borad of three or more high ranking police officers. Usually 
these are high ranking officers from other police departments and even 
prominent citizen~ from outside police ranks. 

. 8. Practical Experience as Predictor 

Perhaps the bes t way to 1 earn how a man wi"1 act ina gi ven 
situation is to put Mm into th·at situation and observe his behavior. There 
are several ways of doing this in the police promotion process, some of which. 
are now in use. One rather complex procedure in fairly cOllJllon use is to go . 
through an entire promotion decision process, choose personnel for promotion, 
and then promote them probati ona lly. ,lhe promotion does not become fi na 1 ' 
until the probationarY period is successfully completed and may be reScinded 
at any time during that period. The probationary period· becomes thus a period 
of obseryatio~and evaluation in a practical situation. However, if large . 
numbers of promoted personnel prove to be unsatisfactory in this probationary 
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period. a department would find itself operating with large numbers of 
unsatisfactory high level personnel for a great deal of the time . Although 
there are reasons to retain this probationary period as insurance against 
incompetence, it is highly desirable to be able to have a high degree of 
confidence 1n the promotion decision when it is made. 

Trainins for the position in question is one way of obtaining a 
practical experience observation situation. During any good traini.ng course, 
a candidate for promotion will frequently be put into situations which will 
test his fitness for promotion. As one of the final steps in the promotion 
decision process, some departments select men as a result of the earlier 
parts of the process and put them through a supervisory training course. 
Those who complete the training successfully are put on the promotion 
eligibility list. The training course grade may become part of the final 
promotional score. 

~al1fornia's Commission on Peace Officer Standards and Training 
(POST) offers training courses in various levels of law enforce,ment and 
confers certificates upon those who successfully complete these course. 
I n some departments in Cali forn; a, thesecerti fi cates are used as one of 
the components of the promoti on process. \, 

.There are two possible "practical situation" methods which were not 
found to be in use dUring the course of the survey leading to this paper. 
It is possible that they are not feasible but trial and error in some 
departments might result in workable variants of one or both of them. One of 
these is to give every eligible police officer one, two or more consecutive 
days of experience lIactingll in the capacity of the next higher rank. For 
any given officer, this might be done once or several times during the year. 
Each would be observed and rated on performance in that acting capacity. 

Another possibility is to set up simulated test situations, put 
the promotional candidate into them, and make behavioral observations and 
judgements. If these situations are appropriately representative and 
appropriately standardized, they can give some insight into how a candidate 
might behave in an actual situation. They would be expensive and time 
consuming.ond if used, should include only those candidates who remain after 
an elimination process. 

9. Successive Elimination 

. Many progressive police departments, employ a method of successive 
el1mination. Such a method starts with a simple and inexpensive procedure 
which eliminates many candidates and proceeds through progressively more 
complex, expensive and sophisticated procedures capable of making finer 
diStinctions among remaining candidates. 

. . 
To be eligible to compete i.n such a procedure, an offi cer may 

have to have s,veral years of consecutive service with the department and 
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have. a permanent rank of patra lman, pol i cewoman, or detective. Addi ti ona~? 
servlce. beyond what is suffi cienf to compete in the promotional process may 
be requlred before an offlcer can be promoted to sergeant. 

. For prom?t; on t? sergeant, for e)~amp 1 e, the process may begi n wi th a 
promo~lona~ potentlal.ra~lng based on a one year period preceding the process. 
Each lmmedlate superVlsor of the candidate would make such an evaluation which 
would carry a weight proportionate to the amount of time during that year 
that he was the man's supervisor.' , 

. At thi s poi n~, a numbe~ of cand; dates mi ght be chosen, from among 
those rate~ fo~ promotlon potentul, to take a written examination, or some 
f()rm.of ObJe~tlvely s~ored pencil and paper test. Alternatively, all of the 
candld~tes mlght b: glven.such a test, and the combined score on test and 
promotlonal potentlal ratlng be used to determine Which candidates would go 
to the next step. .:,::. 

A predetermined number of competitors may be \elected as a result 
of the.foregoJng process and given an oral examination conducted by an oral 
boa:d.lncluding several persons not in the department. One might be a police 
admln1strator, another a business executive who knows personnel administration 
and the third a behavioral scientist.': ' 

Scores.of the above procedures may be c()mbined 'anda predetermined 
number of competltors may be chosen to take a supervisory training course 
Attendance at this training course would be mandatory for consideration f~r 
the rank of sergeant. At the end of this training course, there would be 
tests, the scores on which might carry some predetermined weight in the 
overall evaluation. , 

. Officers who successfully complete this course would have their 
welghted scores on the whole process combined and "their names placed on 
a ranked list of eligibles for promotion. Names would be selected from 
this list in strict rank order e~cept in cases where officers ,eligible to 
compete are not yet eligible for promotion. . 

10. A dual ladder promotion system 

',-:,; In many poli ce departments, promotion is along a single path from 
recruit'!through supervisory ranks ·to management ranks • Except for some 
periodic salary increlTient~.,thepatrolman/policewoman has no promotional 
possibilities except that of sergeant and the number of sergeant positions 
is such that most cannot be promoted. ' 

Some departments have limited prolOOtional possibilities for the 
patrolmanlpoli,~f!WQm.~O ,level. . ~t least one. department has a dual ladder system 
in which a police officer can advance up a supervisory/management career ' 
ladder or up a patrolman career" ladder. The supervisory ladder' need not 

\,jconcern us here except to .n9te that, within a conventional rank such as sergeant, 
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there may be additional ranks such as sergeant I and sergeant II. Several 
pol1ce departments have such distinctions. 

The patrolman ladder in this department goes through the following 
steps, with promotional prQcedures required between steps and with five pay 
increments occurring within each step as well as the pay differentials 
between steps. 

(a) Policeman I - Recruit ' 

(b) Policeman II-Radio Car Officer, Footbeat, Conmunications, 
Desk 

(c) Policeman III - Crime Task Force, Divisional Vlce, Intelligence 
and Training Officer, Instructor, Dispatcher, Investigator 
Trainee 

{d} 

(e) 

Pol iceman I II + 1- Cri me Tas.k Force Squad;leader, Acci dent 
Investigation Follow-up Investigator, Vice Coord., Sr. lead 
Officer 

Investigator I - Specialized De~~ctives, Geographic 
Detectives, Administrative Viq~, Administrative Narcotics, 
Intelligence " 

(f) Investigator 11 - Senior Investigator, Narcotics, Juvenile, 
Administrative Vice, Bunco/Forgery, Robbery/Homicide 

(9) Investigator 111 - Investigator Expert, Supervisory Investigator 

11. Educational Salary Differential 

Some de,artments allow sal ary di fferenti als not only as a function 
of time in grade, with satisfactory service, but also as a function of college 
attendance and the earning of given amounts of credits. 

lao lateral Entry 

lateral entry is possible in many departme~ts at the Chief,Q,,r,:,,.· 
COl11l'liss;oner leyel.' tn some departments, it is also possible at the"patrol
l11an" (non-recruit) level. No cases were found of lateral entry between these 
levels.' ~ 

13. Use of lists 

Promotion eligibility lists are used in'<several ways. In many cases, 
names must be chosen 1n strict order of rank on the list. In other cases a 
name must be chosen from the first two or the first three app.earin~qn,.the 
1i st. sOme departments use "hor; zonta 1 1 i sts "from which names may"be chosen 
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in any order.at ?": One de~artment was found in which it w~s possible to go 
beyond. the l1st 1f It could be shown that some important soclal objective 
was be1ng served by choosing some person not on the list with special 
qualifications for a special assignment. 

The practice of choosing one of the first two or three names from 
a list, or of choosing a name from anywhere on the list (the so called 
"horizontal list") may seem, at first glance, to be a progressive procedure 
Actually, it is not. The desire for t~e freedom to do so is an indication 
of less than full confidence in the process Which produced the list and means 
that this process is in need of improvement. Most of the time that a name ,"" 
is passed over on a list it is because heavy emphasis has been placed upon 'c 

a pencil and paper test for which the competitors have studied as a result of 
assigned readings. The person making the choice from such a list sees a 
high scorer on it and wishes to pass over his name because he has ample 
evidence, as he sees it, that this person should not be promoted. There 
are two-possibilities here. Either the person doing the choosing is acting 
on invalid subjective feelings, and should not pass over this name, or else 
the promotional evaluation procedure is invalid and the name should not occupy 
the rank on the list which it has. . 

If the second possibility is the case, then the evaluation procedure 
needs to be made more valid. No procedure can have one hundred percent 
validity but any good procedure can have sufficient validity so'that the 
relative ranking which it achieves will be ,at least as good as the subjective 
opinion of the supervisor or manager making a choice from the list. Moreover, 
the system of skipping names on a list, however it is accomplished, can 
ultimately leave the police manager with candidates, none of whom he wishes 
,to promote. 

This means that everything must be done to make the process of 
developing a list as valid as possible and that the names must be selected 
from this list in strict order of appearance. There is one exception to this 
rule. If there are considerable differences in kind in the promotional vacancies 
which exist and corresponding differences among the eligibles, then it may 
be justifiable to choose a person from the list to fill a special vacancy for 
which he is particularly qualified. For instance, if the next vacancy to 
come up is a lieutenancy in a unit doing important police-conmunity relations 
work and if the number three man on the list has had considerable experience 
or interest, then the thi rd man may be chosen. However, such allowances 
are for exceptional cases only and should be formally built into the 
promotional procedure. It should be clearly specified when such "name 
skippingll is allowed and when it is not. 'When a supervisor engages in such 
skipping, he should provide a written explanation showing the basis for i,t. 

14. Promotion Procedure Applicability and Tenure of Appointments 

In,some departments, a formalized and competitive promotion 
. procedure is applicable right up to the top. In other cases it is applicable 
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r 
up to the rank of lieutenant or captain and ranks beyond,tha# are by 
appointment by the Chief or Corrmissioner. Appointive ranksmay or may 
not have tenure. When they do not have tenure, the holder of such a rank 
reverts back to the last fonner ranlk at the pleasure of the appointing 
authority. 

15. Promotional Decisions in a Small Department 

With respect to making promotional decisions, small departments 
in small cities have the advantage that they do not have to process large 
numbers of candidates and that they do not have to use impersonal methods 
such as group tes ts to eli mi nate ma,jor percentages of the contenders. They 
can use such,. i ns trul11ents if they wish to, but they need not do so. 

A very progressive small department in a city slightly over 100,000 
in popu1 at; on make,s no use of ,writt:en tests, seniori ty, or veteran 
status. Each memb'er of the corrmand staff individually submits a list of 
names to the Director (Chief). These lists contain more names than are 
needed to fill the existing vacanci.s. . 

To be eligible to appear on such a!~ist, a police officer (called 
a Police Agent) would have to have two years "'uf police experience, exclusive 
of recruit training, and at least ninety days with the department. This 
department has lateral entry within the Police Agent level. Selection for 
inclusion on this list is a function of merit ratings and review of work 
products and record. 

The Director, with his .command staff, reviews the names on these 
lists and together they select a 'number of them for further consideration. 

Each person chosen for further consideration is interviewed by a 
board, consisting of the Director, the command staff, and an additional person 
from,)utside the department. The outside person is a professor of public 
administration from a nearby university. 

. Although there is no formal weighting system, this board eliminates 
some cont~ders. and rank orders the remainder on the basis of the interview 
and what is known about work products, education, and experience. A list of 
eligibles is established and appointments are made from this list in order of 
their appearance. The list is good for one year and a new list is made up 
each year. ' . ' 

. Vacant positions are filled only with personnel considered qualified 
by the board. Supervisory positions have been continually allowed to remain 
vacant rather than bei ng fi lled by personnel not yet ready for the responsi
bility of the position. Vacant positions are assigned on an interim basis 
to personnel act·ing in a supervisory position. Such "acting supervisors" 
acquire supervisory experience and.their abilities may be better analyzed 
by the staff in future promotional examinations. 
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B. Promotion - Discussion 

. ~t shoul d be t~e purpose of! promoti onal pr~cedures to get the best 
qua11f1ed.per~onne1 1nto.the higher level positions. Any practice which 
has any .11ke11hood o~ d01ng less or of obstructing this goal should be 
the.subJect of scrut1ny and possible modification. Whatever the emotional 
att1tudes there are toward practices like seniority and veteran preference, 
they should not be allowed to frustrate the achievement of excellence in 
persGnn~l ,and the allocation of responsibilities. This is why a dual 
lad~e~ 1S good: It tends to avoid promoting a good patrolman to the 
pos1t1on of be1ng a poor supervisor. ' 

~n many depa~tments, the amount of time in grade required for promotion 
to a h1gher grade 1S probably too long. If a three year in grade requirement 
for.p~tro1men to ~ompete for sergeant, were changed to one year, then, given' 
eff1c1ent a~d.val1d promotiona1.p~cedures, persons who are not yet ready 
would be el1m1nated f~m compet~t~on and persons ready at the,end of one 
year would.be more 0~t1mally utll1zed by the department. Often, a four 
year exper1e~ce requl~me~t amounts to one year of experience four times 
over. Lowerlng.the tlme 1n grade requirement would place a heavier burden 
upo~ ~he promot10~al.procedures but, ff these procedures cannot do an 
efflc1ent and valld Job, they need to be modified. 

"fhe same m~ be said for granting weight, in the promotional evaluation, 
for college cred1 ts earned. College attendance 9i ves a person an opportunity 
for growth and development but does not guarantee it. The promotional 

,procedure shoul d be requi red to measure the presence of those qual ities 
assumed to be prese~t as a result'of college attendance. This is not an 
argument for or.aga1nst re9uiring police officers to attend college but only 
an argument aga1nst reward1ng them merely for h'aving done so. Requiring 
every. contender to compete on an equal basis. gives the self-educated and 
s~lf-1mproved man 'an equal chance with the college educated. This would 
dlscourag~ theatende~cy to use college as the occasion for the mere 
accumulat10n fo~ cred1ts. 

" 
/ 

.. ~e~artments which feel that they must retain college credit for 
el1g~bll1ty or extra.cred~t in promotional competition, might wish to 
cons1der an~t~er ~ar1ant 1~ ~he procedure. If the college grading system 
has. any val ~ d1ty 1 n determ1 mng how we.,ll a student has learned and understood 
a glven subJect matter, then any police promotional system which gives credit 
for college attendance. shoul d wei gh such credi t accordin.g to grades recei ved. 
That way, not a 1 ~ college attendee~ woul d automat i cally reci eve full credit . 
and those attendlng college under police department auspices would be encouraged 
to try harder. . 

. Wri t~en tests, when used for promoti on procedures purposes, have some 
Vl rtues Wh1 ch seem to conmend them to most poli ce departments and to some 
police uni~ns. In a large department, where there may be many candidates 
for a p'a~lcular rank, the pencil and paper test with multiple choice items 
makes 1t relatively easy to process many of them at once. Moreover whatever , , 
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their validity, the tests are objective. Given a good and valid test, 
personal prejudices and misperceptions do not enter into the matter. Tests 
of knowledge treat everyone equally and subject everyone to the same 
measuring device although some tests, such as intelligence tests, may not be 
culture free. Work knowledge tests measure such knowledge as it exists 
at the time of administration. . 

On the other hand, regardless of how well :they may measure knowledge, 
tests certainly cannot predict how a person will respond to s,9me proto
typical situation or problem characteristic of the new position. Pencil 
and' paper responses simply do not d,istribute themselves in the same way as 
responses to actual situations on a job, so that a high scorer-on a 
knowledge tests may not be an equally good performer on the job. This 
is simply to say that the validity of written tests as the only measurement 
of a person's merit of promotion is open to question. 

It is common practice to present a list of study materials to 
candidates for promotion and to base examination questions on the contents 
of these materials. Regardless of how well these materi.als reflect the 
knowledge required for the job, the score ona test of knowledge acquired 
in this way is not an indicator of the knowledge which the c~ndidate is 
likely to bring to the new job. The process of "cramming" iS~ one of quick 
acquisition and qui~k decay. The person who is the better "cranr~r" is not 
necessarily the long"range retainer or better performer. i( 

A measure of the knowledge which a person gains over a long period of 
time, while';he i s ~oing one job, is a much better measure of the knowledge 
he is likely'to bring to a new job than is t~,!;L::knowledge gained studying 
for a particul,~r test over a short period of.':tfme from pre-a~s;gned materials. 
Long before a police officer is ready to compete. for a rank,' he should be 
made abundantly aware of the abi 1i ty and 'knowledge requi rements of that 
rank. Not only that, but opportunities should be made available to him, to 
the extent that this is possible, to acquire some of the outlook, knowledge, 
and rudimentary skills of the rank. Part of this goes with any job since one 
has many opportunities to observe one's superiors in action. However, there 
are deliberate things which may be done and some of them have already been 
mentioned in the previous section. Periodic trials atas,suriling the job of 
the next hi glfer rank is one of these. Ori e.ntati on as to ttl1i! job kn()Wledge 
requirements of the "next higher rank is another. If reading assignments 
are given, they should be given at least a year before any written test and 
should not be restricted to ma,terials from which test items will be taken. 

. There should be some experimentation with test instruments which are 
now not very much used. Among these would be paper and pencil or practical 
(performance) situation tests simulating protQt.!YPiCal situations in the. . 
new job, personal ity tests and interest inven~lories, and even aptitude' 
and i nte 11 i gence tes ts ., /;"" '. 

;<:/ 

Supervisory training courses, particularly as the final pr,ocedure, 
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serve an eva'luation function as well as a training function. The evaluational 
aspect cali beiaugmented by including ample occasion for simulated situation 
tes·ts. The major difficulty with respect to this procedure is that it 
usually can be used only with a small proportion of the original number of 
candidates so :that the earlier procedures must eliminate a large nunter of 
candidates without eliminating any of the better ones. 

, Performance evaluations are among the more conmon cQmponents of 
promotion procedures. With respect to promotion, a poli ceman who has an 
',inadequate rating for current job performance is unlikely to be adequate 
in a h1gherlevel ~ob but his adequacy on the lower level job is no guaran1e!J 
of adequacy on a hlgher level job. This means that, instead of giving the 
performance eva 1 uati on a wei ght,; n the overall promotion ,'a department 
should use it as an eligibility determiner. That is, a certain minimum 
performance rati ng shou 1 d be, requi red for eli gi bi 1 i ty to compete for promoti on, 
but, thereafter, the perform~nce rating should not be given any weight at 
all in the promotion competition except in the case of a dual ladder career 
structure in which the candid,ate is competing for a higher level of patrolman 
status. 

The promotion potent; a1 rating is ,another matter. Here the supervi sor 
making,this rating is a~tending todevidence more directly related to the 
new rank bU,t, on the other hand, he has less relevant data on whi ch to 
proceed. He will have to make the most of what he has by emphasizing those. 
factors whi ch appear to be maximally rel ated to the new pasi tion and ' ' 
de-emphasizing those which do !,)ot.;These would be pe,rformance dimensions 
which include such elements as initiative, judgement, ,interpersonal relations, 
stability, maturity, willingness to assume responsibility, etc. IJ the lower 
level position includes the occasional deliberate assignment of tasks ' 
\characterist~c of the higher leve1 position, then, on this promotion potential 
ratlng, candldates may be comparatively evaluated on their performance in 
such t~sks.' Such ,ratings are not as reli~ble as ratings on tasks performed 
every day of the year, bu:t they do have some reliability and,when this 
evidence is combine,d with relevant aspects of the everyday job, the resulting 
rating may have considerable validity and reliability and deserves to have some 
weight in the overall promotion decision. ' 

There is hardly a selection procedure anywhere, eithf~,r within the police 
community or elsewhere; and whether selection is for an entry pOSition or a 
high level pOSition, which does not include some form of interview. Yet the 
interview haS never scientifically proved itself to ,be a reliable or valid 
instrument for personnel selection. Oral intervi ews are hi ghlysubjecti ve, 
often unstandardized,and unstructured, and very difficult to validate, since 
there .is rarely a written record of what Q,fcurred. 

. I)" \\ , 

On the other hand, an oral interview "can provide a limited sample of 
a special kind of, information relevant" to promoti on. It gi ves an indi cation 
of a person's. bearing and interpersonal effectiveness in a somewhat stressful 
face to faces,ituation. Even a superficial kind of poise and effectiveness 
in such a situation has operational '~value(' although it is important, and, at 
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the same time, difficult, to distinguish this f~om a more profound kind of 
self possession. A skillfully conducted interview can also elicit various 
kinds .... of attitudinal, personality, ability, and job knowledge information. 

In order' for an'ora1 interview procedure to contribute validly and 
reliably to a promotion decision process, several conditions must be created 
and these are difficult and expensive to estab1Hh. For a given promotion 
occasion, with a given group of candidates, all interviewees should be 
interviewed by same person or grloup. There should be an agreement as to the 
kinds of data expected of the irl1terview and tbe interview should be constructed 
and highly standardized with allowances for flexibility, so as to elicit 
these kinds of data. 

The data elicited should be those kinds t)f personality, i.nterest, 
atti tude ,1 i fe hi story, (and know' edge" and abil i ty data whi ch an i ntervi ew 
can give and which the other promotion procedure components have not pro
duced. There should be reasonable conventions for noting specific kinds 
of data and a formal i zed proti:edure for sUITl1l'ari zi ng the data wi th a s i ng1 e 
indicator or set of indicators. There should then be ~formal procedure 
for rank ordering or scoring ca·ndidates on the basis of these indicators. 

As part of their in-house training, supervisors and managers, who will 
be members of such oral interview boards, shotfld receive brief but intensive 
training in interview procedures. This should include how to conduct the 
interview, what data to look for in the responses, how to recognize certain 
kinds of data, the notations to make with respect to these data, and the 
methods of interpreting and sUlTl1larizing the data and the final rank ordering 
of candidates. If possible, interviews should be so conducted and scheduled 
as to discourage cOlTl1lunication between interviewe~, and not yet interviewed 
qmdid-ates. The subjective.and individual nature of the interview not
withstanding, some of the persons forewarned of its general tenor and 
direction might be able to prepare themselves in such a way as- to give them 
an unfai r advantage. W.ith respect to some of the aspects of the i ntervi ew, 
such as knowledge or judgement testi ng aspects, there shoul d"be changes 
between promotion occasions. 

In the case of a dual-ladder career structure, the nature of the 
p'romoti onSi' pro~edure for the non··supervi sory career path shou1 d depend upon 
how specialized the successive ranks are. ·If the succession is a matter 
of gradual growth, with no radical changes between ranks, prqmotion should 
be largely a function of this growth raf1ected in the regular perforrilance 
apprais~ls. If, on the other hand, the promotion implies the assumption of . 
one or more specialized functions minimally present or absent in the preceding 
job, t~en predi cti ve procedures are requi red. " Someti rile.~, such p~edi cti ons 
can be made from inferences drawn from certa~n present Job experlences; 
For instance, a patrolman may have had numerous occasions to handle fami ly 
crisis intervention eases, or disputes between neighbors, or the like. He 
may have handled all such cases extremely well •. If there arises an occasion 
for a specialized aSSignment, involving interpersonal relations, minority 
group recruiting~ or special work with juvenile gangs, some inferences may 
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be made from the previous experiences to the new reqUirements. The relevance 
may not be perfect but there will be some relevance. 

~egardless of whe~her or not there is.s~ch relevant experience, in the 
forego I"g ~ase, ~here wl11 be need for predl cti ve instruments. These would 
lnclude.wrltten l~terest and aptitude tests, situational tests and trial 
(probatl0na1) ~ssl~nmen~s in the ne~ pOSition. Informatiqn with respec~ 
to a.patro1man s 11fe h~story, or hlS current life situation, such as 
hobbles or other avocatlona1 interests and activities,. 'may help to predict 
success.on,~ new ass~gnment. Interviews, properly conducted, will reveal 
a~p~o~r~ate personallty characteristics, interests, knowledge anq avoca'tional 
actlvltles. ' 

1,1 

Small po~ice departments in small communiti~s offer gri!Qterl~portunity 
than l~rge po1lce department~ for close supervision and observatlon of 
subordlnatesand f~r eva~uatl0nal feedback from the citizenry. Not all of 
t~e da~a thus obta1ned w~l1 be ~levant to promotion, but much of it will. 
Sl~uatl0na1 tests and tr1a1 asslgnments in the higher level position should be 
,tr1~dwhen~ver possible and interviews may be used al though they wi 11 be 
~n11ke1y, 1n ma~y cases, to add very much to the knowledge already available 
about each cand,date. When used, the interview may serve more to assure each 
contender that he is getting a fair shake than to provide useful infor~ation 
for a promotiona1.decision. Wri~en tests should be deferred and used only 
when adequate bas1s for a decisi~n cannot otherwise be ,obtained. . 

C. Promotion - Recommendations 

1. Large Departments 

a. Veteran Status 

Eliminate veteran status from consideration enUre1y. 

b. Time in grade 

Time in grade requirements sho~l~ ~e as short as possible, perhaps 
not more than one year, for e1lg1b,lity to compete. It should 
count, for nothing in competitive weighting. 

c. CoH~ege Credit 

~rant poin~s for college credit as a substitute for time in rank, 
1n proportl0n to college grades, for e1igt~ility to compete but 
not ~s competitive weighting in the final listing. A1~ernatively, 
requ1 re that successful candi dates for promoti on have a certai n 
amount of college credits prior to their assuming the new ~()sition 
Thus, a candidate for sergeant, might need 15 credits befo~ • 
assumi ng the new rank; a li eutenant 30 ~~di ts, a captai fJ1:45 credi ts ; 
and higher ranks, a degree. However, mlmmum accreditation 
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standards must be established for educational institutions in order 
to accept their credits. 

,d. Successive Elimination 

Use the successive elimination process where many candidates are 
involved. This could start with pencil and paper tests or with 
a work history review of candidates conducted by two or three 
senior supervisors or command staff members. The work history 
review, if it is used, should precede the paper and pencil test 
and may be used to eliminate some candidates from further consider
ation or only to grant a part of the overall comp,~titive grade. 
It might carry a weight of up to fifteen percent. l 

The paper and pencil test, as the quickest and least expensive 
procedure, should be the first component or follow the work 
history review. Next would come the situaUona1 tests or theiora1 
board. The oral board mayor may not; nc1ude situational te,1ts 
but should include a work history review if this has not alr/eady 
been done. Candidates still in the running after the oraliiboard, 
should be given an intensive supervisory training course and the 
persons finally put on the eligibility list should be those who 
pass the course. The training course grade should be included in 
the final promotion score. 

e. Pencil and Paper Tests 

Objective questions are sufficient for pencil and paper tests for 
promotion to sergeant and lieutenant but, above those ranks, essay 
type questions should also be used. Reading assignments should not 
be gi ven for pencil and paper tests, shortly before the tests. 
Instead, as soon as a person assumes the rank just below the one 
for which he wi 11 eventually be competing, he shoul d have every 
opportunity to become aware of the requirements for and responsi
bilities of./t;hat next rank., He .should be told about and given 
acc~ss to all materials which will help him,to prepare for that rank. 

Any potential cOllJpeti.tor for a higher rank should be expected to 
,use some judgement in the selecti,on of materi a1 s and of 
opportunities to prepare himself. Certain official materials such 
as laws and sets of rules, regulations, and standard operating 
procedures are exceptions to this. They should be required reading 
for all. 

r'~, 

With respect"to the essay questions already mentioned, they may be 
used even for the sergeant and lieutenant examinations if the 
number of candidates is small enough to keep it from being 
burdensome. Such quest,ions may be written, and their scoring 
procedures standardized in order to reduce the subjective aspect. 

See page 46 of reference 4 for a procedure to compute 'a correct 
compostte'score. 
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Pencil and paper test scores should be weighted less than fifty 
percent in the overall competitive score,. 

f. Performance Appraisal 

The conventional performance appraisal forms should be used only 
to establish eligibility to compete for promotion. The promotional 
potential rating form, ,on the other hand, is the opportunity to 
~et the input of the immediate supervisor of a candidate directly 
lnto the promotion process. If trial assignments on the next 
higher job are part of the promotion process, then the promotional 
potential rating will include evaluation of work on such aSsignments. 

If there is an oral board and if there is a work history review, 
these components wiJJ take into consi derati on some of the same data 
as will go into the'>promotional potential rating. In such a case, 
th: promotional potential rating should not receive a very heavy 
welghting. If the,oral board or the work history, or both, 'are' ; , . 
not used, the promotional rating should 'receive,a heavy weighti'ng. 

g. Situational Tests 

It is possible to have pencil and paper situational test items. 
These should be part of the regul ar pencil and paper test as' 
described. Situational "tests can also be practical, setting up 
situations to be acted but and putting the examinee through a 
critical exercise. Such tests must be·carefully developed, controlled, 
and evaluated. 

h. Supervisory Training Courses 

These training courses are highly recommended as preparation for 
the nf,w, job and as a'n occasion for evaluating a man's potential 
for the new job. When such a course is given, attendees should 
be closely observed and evaluated. 

i. Probationary Period 
~ . 

'A good system of making promotional"'at:e-i~tons will 'leave few 
occasions for reversing a promotion, durin9~ the probationary period., 
However, when such an occasion arises, the1demotion should be made. 
A probationary peri od whi ch is merely a matter, of form is meaningless 
and worthless. 

("I 
j. Patrolman Career Pathlpromotion 

.In the, case of a dual ladder career structure, the patrolman 
path promotional procedure should depend upon the amount of 
ch~nge in functions from gne career level to the next. 
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Heavy emp~asis should be placed on performance ratings where 
thp :hQlIges are gradual. For major changes between levels, 
the predictive instruments already described should be 'used, 
except for ~encil and paper tests. If ~uch tests are ~sed, they 
should rece1ve considerably less than f1fty percent of the overall 
rating. . 

k. The Use of Promotion Lists 

Names should be chosen strictly in order of appearance. If there 
are to be exceptions, these should be defined in a set of rules. 
Exceptions should be rare and should be justified in writing. 

If there is a cutoff point for putting the names on a list, such 
that all of the person~ on j)t wou1 d be good ~up~rv~ sors at the 
next level, then the 11St;;sl1ou1d be used unt11 1t 1S exhausted. 
Another list could be created, before this and held in abeyance 
until the previous list is used up. 

2. Small Departments 

. Prom~tiona1 opportu~itiesin sma1,1 departments are likely to be 
ch1efly s~perv1~ory aS,there 1S not likely to be much room for specialization. I: there 1 s a b1 furcatlOn of career path, the patrolman path progression is 
l1kely to be of the gradual growth type and heavy emphasis should be placed 
on performance eva1uatio~,. For the supervisory path, the predictive instruments 

, already discussed""should be used with little or no dependence on written 
tests. Small departments may not be able to afford to set up supervisory 
training courses and they may not have the resources to set up situational 
tests, although they should use them if possible. It is recommended that 
trial assignments in supervisory situations be used for promotional evaluations 
and thata11 promotions be. probational. 

D. Placement-Practices 

The number and scope of specialized, non-patrol. assignments available 
to unifo~d policemen varies very widely among police departments. This ' 
variation is a function of department size. department organizational structure 
and operational practices, and the division of labor and assignments between 
civilian and uniformed (sworn) members of the department. It is obvious that 
the 1 arger the department, the more speci ali zed' jobs there will be and the 
more civilians there are in specialized jobs such 'as, for i.nstance, dispatcher, 
the, fewer speci al ized assi gnments will be avai 1able for uni formed po1i cemen. 
It 15 also true that police departments do not all operate in the same way 
~nd do not have all functions in cOnlnon or cOnOine functions into specific 
Job~ in the same way. However, for such speciali zed ppsitions as there are, 
it ,~ necessary to have a method of assignment which will be as fair as 
pos51ble ~o all personnel, provide for career growth, and will, at the same 
time, put the best available Person into each position. 'Fairness ~quires 
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tha~ ~ach interested person have an equal chance at competing for a given 
pos1t1on vacancy, and organizational effectiveness and fairness both require 
valid methods of chOOSing among candidates. 

In the course of thi s project, few departments were found in whi ch 
the methods of making specialized job assignments were as formalized and 
~etailed as were the promotional procedures, and most were verY informal 
1ndeed. 

It may be that one reason for the informality of special assignment 
proced~res, as compared to the formality with respect to promotion, is 
that pay increases are not necessarily involved in the former. Without 
a pay differential, interest in the work of the special assignment is left 
as the only motivator, and competition becomes much less keen. This is not 
all bad, of course, bee,ause interest is an indispensable factor in good. 
work. However, with competition for specialized assignments much lower'" 
than it is for promotion, there is much less pressure for defensible formal 
procedures. 

For all positions, supervisory, management, or specialized. good 
practice starts with good recruitment and selection of patrolmen. As things 
stand today, virtually every police department in the country uses a single 
"net" to gather in good potential patrolmen, good potential supervisors and 
managers, and good speci a 11 s ts. Democrati c pract;'ce seems to make this 
necessary and so does the lack of a methodology to do otherwiSe. Nevertheless, 
the day may come, with highly professionalized police forces, better role 
definition, lateral entry at all levels, improved and more complex career 
path structures, better training and education methods, and better selection 
methods, when specialized selection at the recruit level will be seriously 
,considered. Until that time, specialized positions which exist in a police 
department will have to be filled'by civilian ~pecia1ists or by selection 
from among the general patrolman group. 

Almost all departments require one or more years on a patrol assignment 
before a new patrolman is eligible for another kind;of, assignment. For 
police departmentsa$ they are constituted and as they operate today, this 
is good. ,Patrol is the basic police task and every policeman should have 
experience and profi ciency in it. ' 

After the required patrol service has been completed, the matter of 
specialized placement or assignment arises. BefJ)re'rnakingrecommendations 
in this area, the practices of a cross section of departments are presented: 

Example one. A progressive midwestern department "of more than 1300 ,. 
uniformed personnel had one of the most formalized methodologies found in our 
survey. To announce a competition for a specialist posit40n, they publish 
a formal numbered document called a "Special Ordern which is alsq used for 
announcing promotional examinations. An example of this is a oumbered special 
order announcing "Selec1;ionof Eviden'teTechnician~"~It, announced "an" 
oral examination for· the purpose of forming an eligibility list of officers 
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interested in assignment"'as evidence technician". This announcement in 
tum>, referred to a seven page "General Order" which described the'w~rk 
and organizational assignment of an Evidence Technician. That document 
described an ~ligibility list, of two years duratiol\ which was to derive 
from intervf~ws by ·an, oral examination board. 

i~ . ? ........... 
The board gfving the oral examination was to ~~ composed of officers 

representing all patrol divisions and an officer from the department who was 
assigned to the Regional Crime Laboratory. The Personnel Unit of the 
department was to furnish formal examination materials and guidelines to 
the oral board,. Each board member would rate each applicant on ti"aits 
desired in an evidence technician. The Personnel Unit would then score 
the results and establish an eligibility list. Names would be taken from 
this list strictly in order, and seniority would resolve any ties in ranking. 
An officer who refused an assignment was to be .removed from the list. 

All offi cers on the 1 i s t were to take and pass an "Evi dence Techni ci an 
Training Program" •. , There was to be no probationary period as such but any 
officer who was inefficient or unsatisfactory for any other reason in his 
specialist job could be reassigned, usually to patrol or to his former 
assignment. 

Example two. A midwestern department of more than 5500 sworn personnel. 
In this department there are many specialized assignments at the patrolman 
level. These include the areas of train,ing, Evidence Technicians, (J 

Communications Technicians, Youth, Community Relations, Traffic Control, 
Accident Investigation, Aviation, Narcotics Investigation, Scuba Diving, 
Vice ~ctivities,E1e~tronic Data Pro~essing, Photographic Tec,hnician, 
Graphlc Arts, Intelllgence and Survel11ance, and Research and Development. 
Many of these positions entitle the officer to additional pay. 

So~~positions require a college degree in the field, or other highly 
specialized education or training. Many require in-service training which 
is conducted at the police academy. For example, newly appointed Evidence 
Technicians receive 136 hours of technical training before assuming regular 
duties. All specialized positions require on the job training under the 

. supervision of a qualified sergeant. 
,," 

Selection for specialist positions is based .on department need, the 
individual officer's interest, his work' record, time of service, and 
educational, or technical skills. For this and other purposes, an 
up-to-date computerized listing is maintained of all officers with specialized 
or technical skills. formal education. foreign languages spoken, etc. 

Depending upon the number of men needed for a particular position, a 
departmental order may be published listing the number ofpositiQns available 
and.the job requirements. In other cases, an officer may make a telephone 
or personal inquiry about present or future, vacancies in the unit to which 
he is interested in being assigned"." .', The office.rmust submit'" a transfer 
request fonn~ through channels. expressing his desire for reassignment. The 
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comanding officer of the desired unit will investigate the officer's 
background, workre~ord, educational achievement, special skills. and 
arrange a personal lnterview. 

If' the, officer is acceptable , his name will be p 1 aced on ali s t in 
the order in wtlich it was received. Officers are then transferred into 
the unit base~( or. their .position on the list. Any necessary in-service 
or on the job ttaining is then provided. 

\, 

Example Three.. Midwest Department of about 1000 uniformed police. 
Afte~ three years as a patrolman, a policeman may take a competitive Civil 
Servlce examinati~n for the position known as Specialist. There is only 
one such examinatlon and the particular specialty to which a man goes 
depends upon his interests and demonstrated abilities. The list which 
results from th!s ~xamin~tion has a life of one year and eligibles must 
be chosen fro~ lt ln strlct rank order. A performance rating of at least 
85 is required to compete for this Specialist rating Which ranks between 
a patrolman and a sergeant. 

Example Four. A progressive western department of/abbut 100 men. 
In this department, some assignments, like assignment 'to the Investigation 
and Review Division, are rotating. . . . . 

. Example Five. A,coun~y force about 4000 sworn, u~iformed personnel . 
In. the Northeast. A supervlS0r of a givenspeciaJi~ed unit makes a formal 
wrltten request for personnel in a given job. It is sent, by teletype, to 
al~ comands. In response, other supervisors make a list of prospective 
ellgibles. These are screened by the Police Commissioner and his staff 
'of seni or offi cers • 

In addition, patrolman may write a letter to the command concerned, 
sta~ing his qualifications and interest. Personnel data including special 
qualifications and abilities, are stored on magnetic tape. Throu.gh 'a 
computer program names and details of q~alified personnel can be retrieved . 

Example Six. A midwestern department of somewhat over 300 uniformed 
officers. In this department, a patrQlman wishing a. particular assignment, 
com~letes a formal request sheet.' He must have completed his probationary 

. perl0d. Such requests are' filed and retrieved when particular vancancies 
occur. The records of personnel. thus discovered are conSUlted ,and it- is then 
uP. to a man 's prese'nt and projected super-vi sor as to whether he gets the 
des i red ass ignment. . 

The foregoing is asamplingofpr'actfces found in the course of data 
gathering for: this :project. The folloWing is ap.a·rtial',and,~;random listing 
of the kinds of positions and specialized poliCe units for which such practices 
maybe employed •. It should be apparent thatCQnventionalratingsfor the 
performance of ordinary patrol tasks cannot. adequately predict probable 
performance onl1lOst .ofthese: 

", 
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COnlalnicat1Qn 
Emergency Bureau 
Rat Fingerprinting 
RaI Field Ident1f1cation 
Personnel Investigator 
Youth Bureau 
Ballistics 
Vice 
Investigator 
Conwnunity Relations 
Dispatcher 
Traffic 
Supply 

E. Placement- Discussion 

Personnel -
Training/Education 
Public-Information 
Records a COll'lOOnication 

, Polygraph Tech,,; ci an 
Crime Laboratory 
Evidence, Technician 
Guard Supervi so'r 
Dog Warden. 
School Guard. 
Youth Investigator 
Youth Resources Offi cer -
Identification Section 
Warrants and Licensing 

-Jt seems plain that almost all possible variations of the factors which 
can influence placemrnt, do so in one department or another Civil Service 
may be i nvo lyed and so may a d~pa rtment ' sown _p-~,rsonne 1 uni t or a po li c~ 
un 1 on • Sen~/ori tyi s i nyo 1 ved HI some case~::rdl ttlough no case w~s found ~ n 
whi ch veteran ISS tatus was a factor. , 

Some special assignments are probationary and others are not. Assign
ments mayor may not be arbi trary, there may or may not be announcements of
vacancies, patrolmen mayor may not have opportunities to request:) transfers t 
and there may ot may not be competitive procedures for special assignments. 

Probably the most frequent formal competitive procedure is the oral 
interview .. Testing by pencil ai'ld paper test seems to be rare. The use 
of existing docu~ntation such as performance ratings or ,personnel record~ 
and files is fairly frequent.Pre .. assi gnment tr~ining classes, as selectlon 
devices or as job preparation devices, appear to be used rarely. 

The foreg01ngpartial listing of possible special as~ig~ments.is 
sufficietit to indicate that they are quite important, jus,tlfYlng maJor effort 
at valid selection. and often quite different from conventional patrol ' 
assiqnments, making necessary predictive instruments as distinguished from 
ordi nat,>' performance ratings. The prolll em, in filct, is greater than that 
of supervisory promotion because the variation is Qreater. 

The work of apatrolll'lan is so varied that a year or more of patrol 
experience has a good likelihood of involvinQ tasks in some . way ~lated to, 
and bearing at least partial qualitative .siml'.i1rity to, a s~9niflcant 
portion of theavanable spectallzed asslgnments. If apol1~e department 
were to make a sys temati ceffort, over a"peri od of years. to 1 nv~n~ory these 
similarities and correlations and to involve them, 1n some exphclt manner, 
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in performance appraisal, then performance ratings could contain information 
applicable to some r~nge of the available specialized assignments. This 
cannot h~ppen by acclden~ •. Job analytic studies would have. to be ma:ie and 
observatlonal and recordl~g procedures would have to be devised sothtt the 
resultin~ p~rfo~ance r~tlngs could be used for both current job purposes 
and speclallzed Job asslgmnentpurposes •. Some method of highlighting those 
com~onents of a performance rating applicable to a particular specialized 
asslgnmentcou1d be devised. ' 

Regardless of how well the foregoing procedure might work it 
wou1d.never be enoug~ to carry the whole weight of special assignment 
declslon. Other devlceS and information sources would have to be used 
Forme~ and current personal history information about a job candidate • 
esp~clally.avocational information, is a potentially valuable indicat~r. 
~ga~n, as ln the case of the performance rating, deliberate rather than 
lncldental procedures are needed. The kinds of personal history to look 
for ~nd.the man~er of evaluating these kinds of history for each particular 
speCl a1) zed aSSl gnment need to be studied and developed into a standardi zed 
model. 

. In a large police depart~ent, with many. specialized positions, it is 
unllkely th~t many patrolmen wlll have sufficlent knowledge relevant to a ' 
given posit10n to be abl~ to,. pass a knowledge test for it. It might even be 
that ~ome of tho~e who m1ght have some knowledge might not be ultimately as 
good In. that pos1tion as others who have not yet had an opportunity for 
exposure to that knowledge. If written or even practical tests are to be 
used, they probably should be aptitude tests developed especially for the 
positions in que~tion. In some cases, interest and personality tests 
would be approp~late. In no case should testing be the only or the major 
'component in th1S process. 

. The major diff~re~ce b~tween i~terviews by the supervisor seeking a 
cand1date for a ~pec1a1~zed Job and 1nterview by an oral board is that a 
num~er of interv1ewer--Judges have some chance of cancelling out each other's 
subJective biases. Another difference is that several interviewers may 
think of a.greater ~umber of relevant,and probing questions than may one. 
The superv1sor seek1ng the potential specialist should be a member of such a 
board. "~' 

It is not always possible to IIbunch Upll a number of position openings 
for a number of different specialties so that the convening of an oral ' 
board represents an efficient.or,possibleway to operate. The best plan is 
not to wait for position openlngs but to anticipate them and establish ,. 
eligibility lists just as is done for supervisory promotion~"" In this respect, 
it should be considered legitimate for a patrolman to express tnterest in 
~re than one specialized position and to try for a place on more than one 
11st.' ", 

If, for any reason, it is not feasible to establish lists, and pOSitions 

" 
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must be filled as they occur, then an interview, if it is used, should be 
conducted by the supervisor who has the position vacancy. In any case. whether 
the interviewer ;s an indivfdual or a group, the interview should neve; be 
a haphazard process. Fi rs t, the i ntervi ewer mus tobtai nand revi ew all of 
the eXisting information about an interviewee. This would include the personnel 
file, performance evaluations, any test results, etc. In addition, the 
interview procedure should be formalized and standardized much as described 
in the section on promotion. The interviewer should have before him an 
interview guide directing him as to the kinds of data to seek, how togo 
after these data, and even, in some cases, how to record them. The,interview 
should provide not only for those items which the interviewer actively 
seeks from the interviewee but, also for spontaneous yet relevant items 
which the interviewee may volunteer. 

The interview guide should contain general guidelines as well as specific 
instructions. One of the departments found in this survey, and undoubtedly . 
there are others, provided such guidelines not only as to how to interact 
with the interviewee but also as to the types of questions which may be 
~sked. Amo?g the possibiliti~s are direct questions tp get at specific 
lnformationj open ended questions to get more general kinds of information 
about a toric, leading questions to get at personal attitudes and the like, 
and hypothetical questions which seek judgements about or reactions to 
hypothetical situations. In order to get the full benefit of the interview 
situation, a wide range of questions should be used. 

;; J) 

When an interview is conducted by an oral board or panel, two possible 
things )!lay be done with the notations or records of the individual inter
viewers: A person not a member of the board may attempt to sUfflTlarize the 
separate findings of the members. Alternatively, the board members may 
discuss their findings with each other, and try to resolve any differences of 
perceptions and of conclusions. They may thus try to reach some cOfflTlon 
ground, cOfflTlon appraisal, and cOfflTlon recommendation. The second course is 
better, 

Summarization by an outside party has the single advantage that the 
appraisals of the individual members remain independent and are not distorted 
by having .(me or more individual boa.rd members impQse conclusions or per
cepti ons dTt· the others. However, thi s adds an extra step to the process, 
delays it. and substitutes the arbitrary decision of an outsider for the 
i nteracti on of board\imembers ; n cases of di screpancy. 

W~en an interview is terminat~d, after the interviewee has been 
permitted to make any final remarks. he wishes of his own volition, and after 
he has been dismissed. the board members should confer among themselVes. 
They should discuss and resolve differences and agree on a common appraisal. 

The pre-assi gnment training program for a special hed job, 1 ik.e the 
training program for supervisory promotion, is an excellent tool for 
selectlonas well as for preparation for the job.o-; Grading should be as frequent 
and as stringent as possible in such courseS and the final overall grade should 
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be weighted and combined with the results of the other components of the 
se 1 ecti on pro,cedure, 

, Prob~tion, when it is used in supervisory and management promotions 
or In.speclalized ~ob assignments, ~s usually a formali'ty. Seldom is an ' 
un~atl~factory asslgnment or promotlon reversed. This should not be. 
Whlle lt would be a disaster if the preceding selection components were so 
poo~ ~hat large numbers of promotion decisions or specialist assignment 
declslons had to be reversed during probation, nevertheless, these 
components c~not be so perfect that everyone passed by them would prove 
satisfactory\on the new job. Persons on probation should be closely 
observed a~d frequen~lY and st~ictly rated. As early as possible during 
the probatlonary per'lod, unsatlsfactory incumbents should be alerted as 

--.~--------o-- ---;!t 

to the need for improvement and the lack of improvement should be 'cause for 
return to the former pOSition or to a less demanding alternative. 

to: 

F. Placement - Recommendations 

1. Basic Conditions 

Establ i sh formal and del iberate procedures and rules wi th respect 

'Annou~c~ments of job ~pen;ngs or of com~etitions to develop lists 
of e11g1b1es for appolntment to futur~ Job openings. 

'General ~l~gibi1;ty requirements for all specialist positions and 
and speclflc reqUirements for each individual position. Competitive 
procedures for each job. . 

'Expressions of interest by personnel in certain jobs or appointments 
and applications for ~hese jobs. 

'Storage and retrieval of application data and data, such as job 
and background history, relevant to evaluating applicants. 

r', 

'Assignments from lists. Duration of lists. 

2. Relevant Predictive Data 

The sources of data that can predi ct whe'ther a patrolman has a 
chance of success in aspeci~:.lty are: . 

. II '.' 

'Past school and previous job history. 
·Avoca.ti ona 1 hi s tor,~y . . 
·Service record as \\a patrolman. 
'The or~l interview as test . 
• Situatipnal tes\ts. 
·Papera.·rl)d. penci\~ tests 

Knowledge ! 
Aptitude ,,), 

~ 
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Interes.il Atti tude 
Persona 1 fty ...... . 

·Trial assignment on job 
'Short course of instruction in a given job. 

3. Ways of Using the Data Categories 
// 

a. Past hhtofy,previous jobs, schooling, avocat1onalpatrolman 
servi ce record.' . '.' 

-Analyze E!!1ch spechlized job on the force into its si gni fi cant 
prototypical task elements. Store thi s in a data ,:;base storage 
element, electronic digital computer or otherwise. 

·Over a period of time, make and accumulate a similar analysis of 
the behavioral elements of the most cOnlnon previous jobs, s&10011ng 
"~subjects, avocations, and the work as patrolman. 

'Devl~lopa methodology or computer program for correlating'the 
elements of each sped a1 i ~ed job on the force wi th the elements 
of each item of relevant past histQry. Develop I'-data retrieval 
methodo logy. 

'For each item of relevant past history, develop a scheme for rating 
any man as to whether his exper.ience in it represented success, 
failure, neither, or there was no information. 

'When evaluating a given patrolman for a given job, list the job 
elements of that job and search his record for relevant 
experiences corresponding to those elements. Evaluate the patrolman 
1 n accordance wi th the q~anti ty and qua 11 ty of such experi ences. 

b. P~per and PencilTes ts 

-Analyze each specialized job according to the items of knowledge, 
the aptitudes,- the kinds of interest, and the personaU'oty 
characteristics relevant to it. 

'Sea~bh the latest edition of the Mental Measure.ments Yearbook 
(obtainable in most libraries) edited by Oscar R. Buros(3) ;for 
the most appropriate personality, interest, and aptit~g.el tests 
for each specialized job. These may be tried to see='how well 
t~ey work over a period of time. They may later be modified or 
replaced with other tests which would be develop~d as a result 
Of experience with them. Such a procedure would 'result in valid 
tests over a period of time. 

.Some knowledge tests maybe found in the Mental Measurements 
Yearbook but, if knowledge tests are used. itis'best that they 

',;' 
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be constructed especially for the specific purpose. Use an 
educational text which exp1ai.ns how to construct tests of 
knowledge {)n the basis of instructional course work given. 

c. Si tuational (overt behavior) Eva1 uation 

'Set up job sample situations and standardized ways of scoring 
them. Put each candidate through a set of these and rate his 
behavi.or . ' 

.Ove~ a period/of time, ~ut.each .int~rested ~atro;lmdI'L-o'l~~ri:~J, 
ass, gnments 9n the specl allzed Job ln questlon. d If poss,-b1e",,
arrange for Lcertain crucial and significant experiences on that>,., 
job. Arrat1;ge for observations by incunbents and supervisors. /? 
Have them rate the man on his behavior .. Record the results.{( 

-Arrange for intensive courses of training in the work of the I") 

job in question. These may be sel f study sessions folloWed by 
a series of lectures, demonstrations, practicums and tests. 
These courses serve both as preparation and selection instruments. 

d. The Oral Interview 

-Select an interview panel and brief them in the interviewing al,d / 
subsequent eval uati on procedures. ''=_~o~/' 

-Convene the interview panel and give them all of the .co1lected 
background and eval uationa1 data of each of the candidates.' 
This would be all data as discussed in "A": liB .... and "C II

, 

p~ceeding. Each panel menDer would study the data on each 
candidate and then discuss with each other, each candidate in turn. 

'Interview each candidate according to a standardized procedure. 

~'Rate the candidates. 

'Notify the candidates of their scores and discuss the ratings with 
them. 

4. Putting the foregoing practices together into a procedure 

a. Paper and Pencil Tests 

Detennine eligibility. Ifrthere are many candidates to process 
for a particular job, administ\~r whatever paper and pencil tests 
have been prepared for that job. Establish a reasonable passing 
grade (or g.rades, if there a.re several tests) and eliminate those 
who do not pass from further consid~ration. The others may go 
through the remaining 'steps in the process. Thereafter, the test 
grades should have a cOnDined weighting of no more than 25% in the 
overall determination and may 'be eliminated altogether. 

q 
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If there are not very many candidates, dispense,owith the 
tests and godi rect] y to the next step.:' 

b. Retrieve and Summarize accumulated data 

For each candidate,retrieve and summarize past school and pre
vious job history, avocational data, service record data, and 
data resulting froll1 trial stints on the\llew job. To the extent 
possible, cOrJl)ute objective, quantitative evalu~tfons from these. 

c. Situational Tests 
..... 

If the number of candidates, the in~ortance of the position, 
and time and resources justify it, and if situational tests have been 
,developed for this job, administer situational tests. These 
may be conducted as an independent process or by the oral board 
as part of its evaluation procedure. 

d. Oral Board 

Depending upon the number of candidates, the importance of 
the position, and the availability of senior personnel for inter
views, hold interviews by the supervisor seeking the new personnel 
or by an oral board. 

Regardless of who does the interviewing, provide all of the data 
a1 ready discussed. If the interviews are by an oral board, they will 
discuss the data on each other before calling him in. . 

As part of the interview procedure, the situational test-may be 
conducted at this time, if they areto be conducted at all and if they 
have not been conducted earlier. If they have been conducted 
earlier, the resulting evaluational data will be part of the 
de 1; berati ons. . .... 

"The single interviewer or the oral boandwill evaluate all 
interviewees and create a rank ordered list of eligibles for the 
job. 

e. Trai ni n9 Course 
,I '. 

i 
. " 

, 

If resources, number ofcandi dat~~s ~ and i'mportance of the job 
merit it. conduct a short training cdurse fof~ the job. To remain 
eligible, if such a course is held, ~;he candidate should have to 
ta~e and to pass the course. For all passedcanrli dates, the cours~'f 
gradet, should be integrated into the (,verall evaluation and help 
to determine relative standing on thE~ eligibility list. 

f. Placenent List 

"Candidates should be. chosen in strict rank\\order from the 
resulting list." 

I 
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SUMMARY 

Valid personnel decisions are vitally related to the 
effe~t~J2pe~~ of poli~e departments. ~efaulting in this respect through 
passlv,Tty or lack of lnterest, blu,nderlng because of 1ac,~ of knowledge 
or u~derstartdi~g, o~ hosti 1 i ty t?iJard good practi c~ be~~jJse of its . 
posslble confl1ct wlth personal11~~rest, can have "serl0usly degradlng 
consequences for the quality of law~enforcement and the developing 
professionalization of police. 

The practices recommended in this paper are highly deliberate, and, 
in some cases, time consuming. The recommendations as,Slnne that performance 
appraisal, promotion, and placement are very far from being trivia1 
matters and that they merit serious attention, intention, and commitment 
of resources. Any police department examining the procedures herein 
discussed should adopt, up to the limits of the resources which it can 
reasonably allocate, all of them that are appropriate to its needs. Some 
of the practices recommended are easily adaptable to any given situation. 
Only those suggested for placement will require extensive developmental 
efforts. The developmental efforts would probably require the consulting 
services of an industrial psychologist or a firm of such psychologists. 

There is no final answer in this field of personnel decisions. A~ 
police professiona1ization evolves and as police roles, lateral entry 
procedures, career structures, and other police personnel practiGes change 
and develop, the practices related to selection, performance appraisal, 
placement, and promotion will also change. Such change will proceed more 
smoothly and successful1y if the current selection, eValuation, and 

\ promotion methods are brought to a state of best fit with current need and 
state of the art. 

One of the chief messages of this paper i.~ to urge the police administrator 
to look at his personnel practices criticallxJ What use is he making of such 
factors as seniority, veteran status, and college credits? Why is he doing 
this? Is it contributing to the quality of his personnel? Is his use of 
tests contributing maximally to his personnel decisions or is it merely 
an easy way of doing a difficult job? Should he be eliminating these tests 
or improvi ng them? Are hi s supervi sors doi ng a consci enti ous job of performance 
appraisal? Are the tools at their command, and their ability to use these 
tools" satisfactory? 

In performance appraisal, the behaviorally defined scales are particularly 
recommended. Objectivity and standardization of methodology should be striven 
for, although they cannot be perfectly attained. Performance appraisal and 
probationary periods should not be matters of~form but should be occasions 
for counseling, disciplinary action, trai'ning, praise, reward, ~emotion, 
dismissal, or what is called for by the situation. ~ 

i 
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For promotion in large departments, the successive elimination pro
cedure j beginning with promotion potential ratings and testi,ng, should be 
used. Tests should not be the sole determiner of promotion and placement 
and the practice of assigning readings for "cranming" study should not be 
used. practical situation tests, triaJs on the job,-'and special" training 
courses should be used whenever possible. Interview procedures should be 
standardized, but not rigidly so, and should make use of all of the 
objective data that can be obtained. 

Small departments can eliminate the more impersonal instruments, such 
as pencil and paper tests, without much loss. They need to make particu-
1arly rigorous use of promotional potential ratings, work history, and 
interview procedures. 

The references at the end of this paper are~'bf two kinds. One kind 
provides expository and explanatory documentation of some of the better 
methodologies in modern use. The other kind refers to books and articles 
which may give more general guidance to administrators~ 

\1 
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